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The City of Vancouver and Partners—Vancouver School Board, Vancouver Public Library, 
Vancouver Park Board, Britannia Community Services Centre—are working together on 
a project to renew and revitalize Britannia Community Services Centre and the larger 
Britannia site. 

This community-guided project will result 
in a plan for the evolution of the site and its 
facilities for the next 30 years. When completed 
in February 2018, the Britannia Renewal will 
include: 

• A community vision guiding Britannia 
Renewal

• Facilities space needs identifying the different 
spaces for indoor and outdoor recreation, 
social development, arts & culture, and lifelong 
learning required to meet future needs at 
Britannia

• A master plan with phasing, outlining 
which components and features will be 
developed first and where over the multi-year 
development

The timeline illustrates the general project 
phases. Community engagement and 
involvement is a critical part of each 
project phase.

vancouver.ca/britannia-renewal 
#BritanniaRenewal

Vancouver 
School Board

Vancouver 
School Board

VISIONING
Listening to Your Ideas

2017 March to September

EXPLORING
Britannia Renewal Options

September to November

CREATING
Britannia Renewal Plan

November to February 2018

GET INVOLVED! 
WE ARE HERE!

STAY ENGAGED!

WHAT WE’VE DONE SO FAR
From March to July we talked to over 2,500 
community members about their vision for the future 
of Britannia and the programs and facilities that they 
would like to see at a renewed centre.  We’ve compiled 
this in to a draft Community Vision for a renewed 
Britannia Community Services Centre

Now we want to hear your feedback on the vision. 
Does it reflect your ideas and input? Does it align with 
your vision for a renewed Britannia? 

Stay engaged! There are many ways to provide input 
and shape the future of Britannia. Keep an eye out for 
upcoming events this fall, or drop by the B-LAB!

BLAB! (BRITANNIA RENEWAL LAB)
Drop by our community living room 
in the Britannia Info Centre to learn 
about the project and provide your 
input and ideas on the emerging 
directions for Britannia’s renewal.



THANK YOU BRITANNIA COMMUNITY 
. . . FOR ALL YOUR TIME AND THOUGHTFULNESS IN CONTRIBUTING TO THE BRITANNIA RENEWAL PROJECT!

VISIONING & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
C R E A T I N G  A  V I S I O N  F O R  R E N E W A L  W I T H  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y

transcribed 
from 

events  
at 

Britannia  
and in the community

1,600+
STICKY 
NOTES

600+
VISITORS

to the B-LAB (Britannia Renewal LAB) 
Britannia Renewal’s community living 
room and project information site

45+

ONE-ON-ONE MEETINGS, 
conversations, and meals with 

Indigenous partners, organizations 
and service providers

INCLUDING: 
Kwayatsut Community Engagement Program,  
Vancouver Aboriginal Community Policing Centre,  
Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Executive Council,  UNYA, 
Vancouver Aboriginal Friendship Centre Society,  
Responsible Indigenous Strategy for Empowerment 
Program 

6INSPIRING SPEAKER
SERIES EVENTS

with over 320 attendees

SPACES & PLACES 
WORKSHOPS 

each looking at a specific program / 
service area with over 145 participants

5

FOCUS GROUPS
(Seniors & Elders, Youth,  

LGBTQ2S, Newcomers, Families and Children, 
Indigenous youth [2], Kettle Society)  

with over 300 participants

8

2,500+
COMMUNITY 

MEMBERS
involved to date

2
PROGRAM WORKSHOPS

170+ staff and service delivery 
partner groups involved

POP-UP OUTREACH STATIONS 
At Community Events: Grandview Park Free Market, Italian 

Days, Reconciliation in Action at Ray Cam Community 
Centre, Car Free Day, Canada Day, Earth Day, Stone Soup 

Festival, and more…

WORKSHOPS WITH STUDENTS 
from Britannia Elementary and 

Britannia High School,  
120+ students

950+ 
OPEN HOUSE 
PARTICIPANTS

at launch event 

2 BIG MEDIA HITS
Interview on CBC’s Early Edition, article 

in the Vancouver Sun reaching over 
100,000 Vancouverites

30+
COMMUNITY SERVICE PROVIDER 

ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED
Keeping our partners engaged DELICIOUS, WHOLESOME 

COMMUNITY MEALS 
served by Britannia at 

engagement events with 370+ 
people enjoying them

6

JANE’S WALKS
Community “walk-shops” 

around the Britannia 
neighbourhood

2 

BRITANNIA 
RENEWAL 
SURVEYS

completed online through 
Talk Vancouver

320

#BRITANNIARENEWAL
conversations on social media

235+

RECONCILIATION & 
RENEWAL POSTCARDS 

mailed by community members 
to themselves to remind them of 

what they could commit to support 
Reconciliation and Renewal

70+

7

        INDIGENOUS  VISION 
WORKSHOPS 

lead by the province’s first and only female 
Indigenous architect with over 45 participants

2

10



Open House and Ideas Fest 
March 4, 12 – 4 pm 

Event Report 
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SUMMARY 

On March 4th from 12 to 4 pm, Britannia Community Services Centre and Britannia Renewal Partners 
hosted an Open House and Ideas Fest to formally launch the Britannia Renewal project. The Open House 
was organized several stations located at principal facilities – Library, Ice Rink, Pool and Fitness Centre, 
Al Mattison Lounge – to capture people using and visiting the facilities who may have otherwise not 
participated in the open house. A central station in the Napier plaza welcomed people to the event and 
additional materials were in the Info Centre board room and the newly opened B-LAB (Britannia 
Renewal Centre). 

The event included performances by the Greenhorn Band and Carnival Bands (who marched down 
Commercial Drive handing out event fliers), a local choir (Solidarity Notes Choir), and a Nisga’a dance 
and drum troupe (Laxkxeent Dancers). Britannia Centre volunteers helped staff the event with project 
consultants and City of Vancouver staff, and provided light refreshments in the B-LAB. 

With a sunny break in otherwise snowy, cold weekend weather, the event was very well-attended and 
collected a significant amount of feedback which this report summarizes. Attendance highlights include: 

 Britannia Library Branch set Saturday gate count record – 1,200 people

 An estimated 100+ people visited each satellite station (Rink, Pool, Library)

 An estimated 250+ people visited the B-LAB

 An estimated 150+ people visited the Napier plaza station

 About 50 seniors visited the Al Mattison Centre, where a separate Britannia Renewal event was
hosted

 Britannia youth volunteers conducted 40 on-site surveys

Based on station estimates, materials distributed and information provided, and estimated 600 – 700 
people took part in the event (conversations, interaction at stations, distribution of materials). 

Overarching themes 

Based on a review of comments received and feedback provided by event staff (consultant team staff, 
volunteers, Britannia facility staff)  

- Britannia is a valued program/service/facility/neighbourhood hub 
o Maintain Britannia as a community hub – people love the services, the staff, and the

facilities (despite some issues) and having them all in one spot, but feel that it's at its
capacity

o Great and helpful staff
o Many services in one spot – a “one stop shop” – with something for people of all ages
o A continuum of services and programs for people of all ages

- Renewal must maintain and enhance the highly-valued sense of place and community 
o Balance the Renewal with the exiting community/village feel and human scale that of the

place
o Many loved the small buildings connected by pathways and that this made it feel more

human scale (Note: an equal number of people reported that the pathways and small
buildings felt intimidating and dark at nighttime)
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o While there is strong support for new facilities, the example facilities people spoke of (e.g.,
Hillcrest, Trout Lake) were “just” facilities and lacked the community/neighbourhood feel of
Britannia

- Existing facilities are in need of renewal 
o Most people felt that the facilities needing updating or replacement of outdated

buildings
o Provide more spaces for people
o People really like the B-LAB community living room, which is an amenity the current

centre lacks
- Britannia Renewal is a very positive undertaking 

o People are excited about the Renewal project and see it as an opportunity (overwhelmingly
positive feel at the event)

- The public realm is a critical component for renewal 
o Provide flexible outdoor rooms for gathering and creating
o Provide/create a multi-use recreational space
o Incorporate more green space, which may include food production
o People would like to see more green space and landscaping

- Accessibility is key 
o People like the kids’ spaces but want to see bigger spaces and more services – e.g.,

toddler pool/gradual entry pool, bigger kid zone in library, stroller parking
o Seniors programming and space is important
o Spaces to support homeless and those at risk of being homeless important (e.g.,

showers, secure storage, more accessible and warm spaces that are open later)
o Additional programming for all ages would be welcomed
o Improved washrooms at all facilities is important

 “It was great! People really liked it. I thought you guys did some really good stuff. It was interesting 
seeing what other people had to say and listening to people talk about it.” Site Supervisor 

“It was really positive. Great buzz around the site. Staff are looking forward to more events.” Librarian 
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NAPIER PLAZA 

Findings  
When asked to engage with the Transportation & Access poster, participants identified the following: 
How did you get to Britannia today?  

 60% by foot

 18% by bike

 15% by car

 7% by transit

What entrance do you normally use to get to Britannia? 

 52% Napier Greenway

 15% Grandview Park

 10% Cotton Dr. North

 7% Cotton Dr. South

 5% Woodland Dr. South

 2% Woodland Dr. North

 5% Parker St.

 4% McLean Dr.

Summary  

Most people arrive at Britannia by foot. Fewer, and in nearly equal numbers, arrive by bike and 
car. Transit is the least common way to reach Britannia - the closest Skytrain station is a 20-
minute walk away. The #20 bus route runs up Commercial Drive.  

The Napier Greenway is clearly the favourite entry point to Britannia. Access from Grandview Park is 
also popular.  
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Findings  
When asked to engage with the ‘Where is the Heart of Britannia?’ poster, participants identified the 
following:  

Where is the Heart of Britannia? 

 45% Library/Info Centre/Napier greenway

 13% Gym

 9% Kickstand

 7% Seniors Centre

 26% hearts scattered throughout site

Tell us why you chose the place you did? 

 24% RECREATION
Popular recreational amenities include the track, gym, pool, fitness centre and tennis courts used
for bike polo

 21% NAPIER SQUARE ENTRANCE
Pedestrian friendly, outdoor socializing space and a gateway to the library, info centre and rink
from the Drive.

 18% LIBRARY
Neighbourhood gathering and learning space serving an inter-generational and culturally diverse
public

 12% OUTDOOR SPACE
Great gathering space for festivals, local public talks and live music.

 12% CIRCULATION
Support for outdoor connections inside the side noting the need for better wayfinding.

 9% KICKSTAND
Inclusive community bike workshop space

 3% CHILDCARE
Child care focused family space in a park setting

Summary  
It is clear from the concentration of red hearts on the poster 
that the Heart of Britannia is the in the Library/Info 
Centre/Napier Greenway area. The comments left on this 
poster echo this sentiment as over half of them can be seen to 
relate to this area.  

People value the gathering/socializing spaces that are available 
to the public at Britannia. Recreational facilities available to the 
public at the site are also of primary importance.  

*This list paraphrases participant input. See transcribed
comments at end of section. 

Findings 
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When asked to engage with the ‘Outdoor Public Space’ poster, participants identified the following: 
Looking to the future, what kind of public outdoor space do you want to see at Britannia?  

 37% Exercise/Play - Socialize/Gather

 32% Socialize/Gather - Learn/Create

 18% Learn/Create - Exercise/Play

 13% Center

Notes left by participants on this poster fell into the following categories: 

 43% SOCIAL SPACE
Social space to accommodate dances, meeting areas, seating, picnicking and shelter.

 14% RECREATIONAL
Fitness space for outdoor dancing, running and playing kids.

 11% GARDEN
Garden spaces for learning, reading, mediating and relaxing

 11% MAKER SPACE
Access to various types of shop tools and spaces.

 8% OUTDOOR THEATRE
Outdoor performance spaces that can support medium to large musical ensembles and theatre.

 5% NO CARS
Restrict traffic along the alley parallel to Commercial Drive and prioritize pedestrian and cycling
traffic over cars throughout the site.

 3% SAFETY
More open space will improve the perception of safety since there will be less tight spaces with
hidden corners.

Summary  
More than half of the comments on this poster had to do 
with social gathering spaces in one form or another. The 
spread of blue dots on this poster tells the same story - 
most of the dots are in the upper section on the 
SOCIAL/GATHER continuum. People indicated their 
interest in an outdoor amphitheatre, in a central 
courtyard, in smaller European-like squares as well as 
natural gathering places.  

*This list paraphrases participant input. See transcribed
comments at end of section. 
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Findings  
When asked to engage with the ‘Focus of the Outdoor Public Space’ poster, participants identified the 
following:  

Looking to the future, what kinds of activities should be the focus of public outdoor spaces at Britannia? 

 31% Small/Quiet

 24% Large/Energetic

 24% Large/Quiet

 16% Smaller/Energetic 5% Center

Notes left by participants on this poster fell into the following categories: 

 24% FLEXIBLE/OUTDOOR ROOMS
Need for flexible outdoor space in a variety of sizes that can accommodate a diversity of gathering
types ranging from individual work to group meetings to quiet garden spaces.

 21% RECREATIONAL
Interest in a variety of outdoor recreational opportunities ranging from an adult exercise circuit to a
youth skate-park to an all ages bouldering wall to a 24-hour dog park to multi-use sports courts.

 11% MUSIC + PERFORMANCE
Outdoor gathering spaces for performing and rehearsing music and dance.

 10% INDIVIDUAL SPACE IN GARDEN
Opportunities for individual activities like reading, mediating and studying in a quiet garden setting.

 10% URBAN AGRICULTURE
Community food producing spaces such as a community garden, garden orchard and permaculture
food forest.

 6% GREEN SPACE
Shift from a predominately concrete landscape to a green one featuring native species.

 4% NATURAL SPACE
Large ungroomed, natural spaces to be used as a living classroom.

 4% SAFETY
Safety concerns to do with small spaces at night and the need to be buffered from street traffic.

 4% SOCIAL HOUSING
Much needed social housing can enhance Britannia.

 4% GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
A rain gardens and green roofs to be designed into the site

 1% FIRST NATIONS ART
First Nation influences incorporated into the design.

 1% WATER FEATURE
A stream or fountain should be incorporated into the design.

Summary 

The comments from this poster indicate a great deal of interest in flexible, outdoor rooms of various 
sizes. Predominately these rooms would be used for group activities, some of which would include loud 
sounds like the playing of music or the playing of children. However, there were several comments that 
stressed the need for quiet, individual spaces.  
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Conclusions 

Based on the feedback gathered at this open house, interest in the three kinds of public space can be 
ranked as follows (starting with the most popular): socialize/gather, exercise/play and then 
creative/learn. The comments clearly present a need for flexible outdoor rooms with an emphasis on 
social and gathering functions. A variety of sizes of multi-use spaces are required such that individuals, 
groups and communities can be accommodated within them.  

There is an interest in new outdoor recreational opportunities on this site and this was reflected in 
requests for very specific activities like bouldering, dog walking, and skate boarding.  

Other patterns in the feedback demonstrate an enthusiasm for performance and maker spaces and a 
desire for more green space and the option of food production.  
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Where is the Heart? 

Category Comment 

Childcare HEART at family place + Brit. Childcare at park - needs to have street calmed! 

Kickstand HEART of Britannia - Kickstand Community Bike Shop + Polo Court (night court tennis 
court) 

Kickstand Because kickstand ROCKS! 

Kickstand Kickstand bicycles - everyone welcome!  x2! 

Library Under the library, where our choir practices (SolNotes) 

Library Downstairs from Britannia library 

Library Library brings in all kinds of folks from the neighbourhood - warm space - a place of 
learning 

Library The library is one of the great spaces we have for social and cultural maintenance and 
growth.  I visit many of Vancouver’s libraries throughout the year. 

Library Many hearts for all the family and intergenerational activities 
Love the library + meeting rooms for community groups + pool + skating rink + Gym 
D+C 

Library the library is where I have come consistently before with and after my child drew up.  
Wonderful place always for me. 

Napier Square Entrance Gateway to all Britannia has to offer 

Napier Square Entrance Outdoor public space in between library, family activity and SS+ Centre is the CENTRE, 
because it is pedestrian friendly, carefree which allows people to slow down, talk and 
connect. 

Napier Square Entrance The Info Centre was the very beginning and continues to the be CENTRE. 

Napier Square Entrance It’s the main entrance to the site and the intersection of the library, info centre path 
to rinks and park. 

Napier Square Entrance HEART should be info/welcome entrance/centre 

Napier Square Entrance HEART is at Napier/library due to greenway access to Drive 

Napier Square Entrance Napier Square is Beautiful and Diverse 

Outdoor Circulation Make a “Main St” that runs from the library (Napier) through to the sport field 

Outdoor Circulation I like the outdoor connection, to the buildings, not a mega multipurpose structure.  
Keep low scale. 

Outdoor Circulation Grandview Park Connection 

Outdoor Circulation When people look for “Britannia Community Centre” where is it?  Sometimes in 
school gym, or?  Need better opportunity for events signage. 

Outdoor Space Open, Outdoor Music/People space! 

Outdoor Space Thank you for Carnival Band - radical inclusivity everyone welcome 

Outdoor Space Love the meeting spaces for community groups _ public speakers on local concerns - 
love the outdoor spaces for special events (stone soup festival) 

Outdoor Space Great gathering place, awesome for music in the summers 
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Recreation Please make sure the community centre + track are not exposed to street + exhaust 
(as is done with the Grandview park).   
Please keep track, gym + pool. 
Please keep the gym female only 

Recreation Fitness + Pool is the CENTRE for future young families, youth + adults 
The Track is an amazing outdoor space 

Recreation Gym C is the CENTRE 

Recreation Love the Pool!  An updated facility would be even better! 

Recreation Love the gymnastics space - please make a dedicated permanent space for it. 

Recreation Love the pool, rink and fitness centre all in such close proximity 

Recreation East Van Bike Polo - Love the ‘night court’ tennis court - long live lit courts so we can 
play till 10pm and be eyes on the street. 

Recreation low barrier welcoming fitness/pool - staff amazing 
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Outdoor Space 

Category Sub-Category Comment 

Garden mediation garden 

Garden Native species garden + interactive garden for learning 

Garden Gardens, seating areas, winding paths, local First Nations art/mural/carving lighting at 
night.  No Vehicles!!! 

Garden A garden space to plant/enjoy Sit + Relax to Read/Draw 

Maker Space open access to shops of various types (ceramics, woodworking, etc.) 

Maker Space Community bike repair space + maker space 

Maker Space Outdoor workspace with power and good Wi-Fi 

Maker Space Tool library? 

Miscellaneous Seats that won’t hurt my back or numb my bum 

Miscellaneous More, more, more 

No Cars Please no more vehicle traffic through the alley alongside the parker!  Yes x 2 

No Cars Less car access more walk/cycle space throughout 

Outdoor 
Theatre 

Theatre and the Arts 

Outdoor 
Theatre 

Outdoor performing space (theatre) 

Outdoor 
Theatre 

More space for medium and large musical ensembles 

Recreational Fitness Need more dance and fitness space 

Recreational Fitness Fields or tracks for running - not paved (soft surface for running) track could wind 
around entire complex 

Recreational Playyard Stuff to do with kids.  Permeable paving 

Recreational Playyard Grandview playground is great - how about some more ‘wild’ (natural) play spaces> 

Recreational Natural play area 
Track * Field space for sports 
Natural amphitheatre 

Safety more open spaces, less weird corners for perception of safety.  Density (2-3 stories) 
wouldn’t hurt! for more open outdoor space 

Social Places should act as Grandview’s living room, gathering place. 

Social Space Central 
Outdoor Space 

To have a central courtyard + garden which can also hold evening social/and dances. 

Social Space Central 
Outdoor Space 

Need a large indoor/open space 
mezzanine Public Meeting area space community open space 

Social Space European 
Square 

Outdoor gathering + socializing space.   
A small European type square that offers social space away from the street 

Social Space European 
Square 

Less concrete, more green, European-style square - yes!  Yes x 2 

Social Space European 
Square 

Like European style square idea with indoor/outdoor integration pawing stones - nicer 
planting in pattern 
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Social Space socialize with friends who work here + stall 

Social Space comfortable, flexible and playful seating - to people watch - chat with people - eat a 
snack - listen to the world 

Social Space natural gathering spaces 

Social Space This “socialize and gather” space should be appropriate for all kinds of weather: cold, 
wet, heat, sunshine etc.  Also, a space should be available for adults only - nor available 
to noisy, busy, small - and not so small children and youths. 

Social Space Less concrete!  provide outdoor shelter from the rain 

Social Space Make the library a “Hub” - look to the new Halifax, NW library for inspiration 

Social Space maybe a little coffee stand or place around so people can stay + watch with drink 
around 

Social Space The Napier greenway has a great vide.  Would be good as a model. 

Social Space Energy, socializing + learning at the same time 
Find ways to give people incentives to clean up E. Van. 

Social Space Democratic social space where people of all walks of life can gather + hang out + picnic 
_ socialize.  Vancouver is expensive + our parks should be an antidote to this! 
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Focus of Outdoor Public Space 

Category Sub-
Category 

Written Comment from Public 

First Nations Art Totem poles + other First Nation influences integrated into architecture 

Flexible/Outdoor Rooms Individual outdoor works spaces with power 

Flexible/Outdoor Rooms Instead of field-with-the-odd-tree-on-edges-and-no-furniture … a park space with 
many trees + tables and benches, etc. 

Flexible/Outdoor Rooms whether “smaller outdoor rooms” or “quiet garden spaces”, these outdoor spaces 
should be suitable for all kinds of weather conditions - also the “quiet” space should 
be quiet. 

Flexible/Outdoor Rooms Outdoor spaces for group meeting (long tables) 

Flexible/Outdoor Rooms better way finding 
more welcoming entry points 
small outdoor “rooms” with great seating, wired to enable music and other programs 

Flexible/Outdoor Rooms multiple smaller areas for diverse gathering 
Flexible/Outdoor Rooms Areas to host community gatherings with pot lucks, communal outdoor cooking. 
Flexible/Outdoor Rooms would like to see multi-purpose rooms that can be divided into smaller space 
Flexible/Outdoor Rooms Following the redevelopment of Grandview Park, it would be great to enhance the 

small-scale spaces to add pattern and rhythm to the experience of the whole 
precinct.  

Flexible/Outdoor Rooms covered community seating/gathering spaces 
Flexible/Outdoor Rooms “flexible space” - small spaces that are on the edge of the larger spaces 
Flexible/Outdoor Rooms what works about Grandview park: diversity of users in one large space - playground 

+ bike polo + people sprawled on the lawn.  How can we create continuation of that 
over this way? 

Flexible/Outdoor Rooms A larger space that has an indoor-outdoor relationship with the buildings with small 
garden spaces/walkways between 

Green Infrastructure A long meandering rain garden on the slope of the site 

Green Infrastructure Rooftop gardens + green roofs - community or collective garden 

Green Space Indigenous Plantings Japanese Garden style 
Green Space I would love to see more green space trees grass 
Green Space Green space not concrete 

Individual Space in Garden Areas to sit and read in green/garden areas 

Individual Space in Garden Enclosed meditation space with view of mountains 
Individual Space in Garden I like that the garden areas have sitting for the community 
Individual Space in Garden places to read + study +focus + meditate - able to see eagles, birds 
Individual Space in Garden Zen space - tranquility garden 

Miscellaneous I like the way this space was designed only that we need to raise the building to have 
more space to better facilities but to walk around different buildings is quite pleasant 

Music + Performance Outdoor gathering spaces for music/dance/other programming 

Music + Performance Performance and rehearsal space - more room for music and dance 
Music + Performance outdoor amphitheater with shade trees!!! 
Music + Performance music/dance performance spaces 
Music + Performance outdoor amphitheatre 

Music + Performance I would love to see more opportunities for community engagement at larger places. 
Like live music that’s playing today!  More Art!  Yes X 2! 

Natural Space wild, park for majority of 18 acres - living classroom + spaces for families 
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Natural Space ungroomed wild space - “wilderness” 

Recreational Adult Adult Exercise Playgrounds 

Recreational Children’s 
Play 

A skate park for the local kids would be great!!! 

Recreational Children’s 
Play 

Bouldering wall for kids and adults 

Recreational Children’s 
Play 

More childcare spaces _ get the kinds out in the public space as much as possible. 
Children reach life into public space! 

Recreational Children’s 
Play 

grass bowling - things to do with a 5-year-old 

Recreational Dogs 24-hour dog park - natural 

Recreational Sports Integrate the access the gym, pool, rink with the sport field - a field house? - light the 
sport field for those dark nights 

Recreational Sports Please keep the track for runners  
add include picnic space (no music)  
this is one of the few quiet + nature spaces space green open for people to relax + do 
sports. 

Recreational Sports Better outdoor tennis field 

Recreational Sports A multi-use sports court with lights Please! 

Recreational Free Outdoor Ed. session bi weekly 

Safety I’m not a fan of small outdoor rooms.  I think they won’t promote inclusiveness and 
could be cliché as well as a security risk at night - David Bartlett Vancouver 

Safety Corridors to <unknown word> all sides of the site to streets + keep them safe (i.e. 
Napier Greenway) 

Social Housing We need housing on this site, please!  It can enhance public spaces! 

Social Housing Housing for families on site - populate Brit. schools 

Urban Agriculture Community garden - nice planting - contemplation garden with some privacy like 
Japanese garden 

Urban Agriculture Permaculture food forest 

Urban Agriculture Garden Orchards! 

Urban Agriculture partner with school gardens 

Urban Agriculture Community food garden-large scale 

Water Feature Water features.  Stream or fountain. 
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B-LAB 

What do you love about Britannia? 
- Great staff! Very impressive 
- Child care 
- Library  
- Acceptance of us all 
- I love the kindness from the staff and community! 
- Community 
- Fitness Centre space and equipment. Best FC in the city 
- Great place to have fun & learn new things 
- Library 
- A colourful walk between with an invitation to look in or participate in the activities inside  
- There’s a place for everyone 
- Trees and gardens 
- All the wonderful facilities 
- Community interaction, safe, caring 
- I love the cohesive community feeling 
- So close to me and it’s for everyone 
- Board 
- Library community 
- Peace and healing place to be 
- Love the weight lifting, swimming pool (need to be renewed) 
- Library 
- Sharing space/running in to friends 
- The public library  
- People 
- Variety of services – something for everyone  
- Music and art in the park 
- The gym, Grandview park, bike polo 
- Comprehensive community centre 
- Secret spots 
- Diversity 
- Lots of public events – like artful Sundays, stone soup fest, Latin American fest 
- Napier square is so cute, good gateway to the drive 
- Neighbourhood pride – space to be  
- Soccer, library, childcare 
- Soccer 
- Soccer 
- I love AML seniors lounge – it’s home! 
- The seniors centre 
- Kids programs 
- Friendly & supportive staff 
- Library story time 
- Good community, friendly, accepting, and supportive of children’s sports. Keep up the good job. 
- Library and staff, warm welcome 
- Courtyards and seating 
- Folks 
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- Real diversity 
- The people, the books, the places to sit and be  
- Staff! 
- So important to have a seniors centre – seniors matter! 
- The people and staff 
- Library 
- Meeting space for community groups 
- Britannia is a complete community! Keep it that way 
- Being informed about community events & initiatives 
- Kickstand community bikes 
- Staff are wonderful, library  
- The people 
- Kickstand 
- The feeling I get when here 
- I love working out at the gym as a senior 
- Open space without cars for young kids to run around 
- Love the village feel 
- Swim, exercise, learn, enjoy festivals 
- I love swimming here! Swimming lessons & support 

What’s your vision for Britannia? 
- Affordable housing (build up) 
- Smaller inexpensive rooms to rent for community groups and meetings 
- A variety of social services 
- Large meeting areas for doing things 
- Some type of housing should be considered for inclusion in redevelopment project. Everybody 

says there is a housing crisis, nobody acts like it. Good opportunity here.  
- Big gymnastic club 
- Make community use of historic Britannia Secondary  
- Links to the Drive – not hidden away  
- A dedicated space for the Latin American community to share our culture 
- Community space in and out, little town with coffee shop 
- Café or indoor hangout space with tables for eating between kid’s activities in winter 
- Bigger fitness centre that isn’t crowded and intimidating with weight lifters. Trout lake should be 

3 times the size it is.  
- Purpose built childcare 
- Community education programs 
- Fireplaces 
- Please consider the amazing potential of human power, energy, and creativity. Please eliminate 

all reliance on fossil fuels  
- Artist’s studio space  
- Better green space, properly maintained 
- Bigger library 
- Keep fitness centre as big or bigger, light and airy 
- Bigger library that can offer more programs and social activities to meet neighbours  
- Community pottery studio & pottery club 
- More public gardens 
- Dedicated rehearsal space for music projects, e.g. Greenhorn & Carnival band 
- Regional size swimming pools, hot tub, sauna, lazy river with views to city/mountains 
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- Dedicated gym for gymnastics 
- Welcoming entrance lobby/concourse 
- More green outdoor space. This neighbourhood is very short of park space, increasing kid and 

adult population needs outdoors 
- Art courses, painting, sculpture 
- Hangout in a bright and spacious concourse that links pool, gyms, rink, youth centre, seniors 

centre and other multi-purpose rooms 
- New air conditioning in the gym. Been a problem for years. Thanks 
- More green spaces 
- Include low-income housing 
- Please replicate the library with a space that is bright & welcoming so that one would enjoy 

staying for a while (rather than just in & out) 
- No dark alleys – cohesive flowing spaces 
- Great meeting rooms for the community to use 
- An even bigger variety. The gathering place for all ages of this part of Vancouver. Keep the 

diversity! 
- More meeting rooms for our diverse and creative neighbourhoods, services for seniors, more 

benches 
- Shadbolt Centre & Heritage Home program space model (live arts focus) 
- Britannia site is open and extension of the Drive/Venables/Grandivew Park. Not a closed mega 

community centre. Keep the village feel and cover walkways with atrium  
- I am mostly here to use Kickstand’s services, would love to see it integrated into future planning 
- Covered outdoor areas to meet up with friends 
- Lots more good meeting rooms for community organizations 
- An epi-centre for the community. Active, social, vibrant  
- Different exercise classes (spin, Pilates, yoga), more library space, new pool 
- A dedicated performance/rehearsal space for local groups 
- A community centre that maintains its integration and energy, even as the architecture and 

facility gets updated. Accessibility throughout that’s senior friendly, but also a dedicated seniors 
space with specialized accessibility 

- Huge library 
- Love it the way it is, don’t lose the creative energy of the place, the feel of the community. More 

books 
- Integrated programs for kids & seniors 
- Open play spaces 
- Updated pool 
- More outdoor courts, basketball for girls’ programs 
- Creative healthy friendly space for seniors and queers and everyone 
- We need great spaces for classes! Like Pilates that includes space to change 
- Reveal historic elements of Britannia High School so we can see them 
- 18-acre urban park, link to school, nature learning. Embed community centre but keep the rest 

trees, paths, ponds = Trout Lake North  
- fitness programming for adults in the day time 
- A village type atmosphere with intersections of recreational and art activities 
- A place for older adults to gather 
- Better (stronger) Wi-Fi connection 
- Comfy open spaces, quiet room, activity areas, a fireplace  
- Arts/crafts, sports, gathering, celebrate, library  
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- I really enjoy the green space & tack that is protected and not exposed to the street and 
exhaust. It would be great is the green space could be enlarged to possibly include a larger 
community garden (Strathcona) to also include picnic space (like Trout Lake) & benches but also 
empty green space for sports & people to walk on grass & relax 

- More permeability and connection, flow of people, flow of energy, flow of spirit 
- Beautiful architecture that is open and welcoming 
- Lots of festivals for everyone in the community 
- A place to sit indoors and enjoy people-watching and Wi-Fi for checking email, etc.  
- Artist studio spaces, more green space, better 55+ space, more easily accessible storage for our 

arts & crafts 
- Multiple ice rinks (stacked) and Olympic size swimming pool 
- Dog park 
- Lots of green space, gravel field made better use, eco-learning space 
- Less gloomy architecture & space – more green 
- Kids open space & activity areas, comfy chairs for parents to hang out 
- Community bike shop/services to promote affordable and healthy transportation 
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ACTIVE LIVING 
What types of recreation, sports and exercise facilities and place would you like to see at Britannia in 
the future? A renewed Britannia will include an ice rink, pool, gym space and fitness centre. Are there 
other kinds of active living spaces and facilities you would like to see? 

Summarized themes (in order of occurrence): 
- More space for gymnastics 
- Studio floor: dance, yoga, stretching 
- More accessible/bigger family change room spaces, plus gender neutral and accessible 

washroom facilities throughout 
- Climbing/bouldering wall 
- Outdoor exercise: walking, running, outdoor gym, adult playgrounds, bouldering 
- Community bike shop/services + education 
- Pickle ball, basketball, spin classes + updated gym equipment 
- Large indoor event space 
- Gradual entry and shallow play area for kids in pool 
- 50m swim fitness swim space separate from family/leisure space 
- Food services for shared eating 
- UV purification for pool (no chlorine!) 
- Warm pool 
- Housing  

ARTS + CULTURE 
What types of arts and culture spaces and facilities and place would you like to see at Britannia in the 
future? These could range from spaces to make art, to performance space, to learning places, and 
other cultural and ceremonial spaces. How do you see culture being integrated? 

Summarized themes (in order of occurrence): 
- Rehearsal and performance space for music and theatre, indoor and outdoor, all ages 
- Multi-purpose art studio space (textile, painting, etc.) for all ages 
- Art gallery 
- Pottery studio dedicated space 
- Reconciliation reading room, dedicated space for indigenous arts + culture 
- Dance space 
- Messy workshop space ie. maker labs. 
- Co-working space  
- Commercial kitchen with large multi-purpose room nearby 
- Coffee shop on site 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 
What types of community services spaces and facilities would you like to see at Britannia in the 
future? These currently range from childcare facilities, to places for youth, and elders spaces. 

Summarized themes (in order of occurrence): 
- More daycare/preschool/before + afterschool care spaces, potential integration with 

seniors/elders centre 
- Food security (community kitchen, garden space, soup kitchen etc.) 
- Housing included: however concern that this is last place for noisy, late night on site activities 

(including events, rehearsals etc.) and housing could end that 
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- Affordable bicycle repair/swap services 
- Recycling education and fix-it lab 
- Inclusive: programs for people with mental disabilities, safe LGBTQ space (youth specific) 
- Community meeting spaces 
- Health and wellness oriented programming 
- 311 centre and/or community policing 
- Lab for disaster planning and preparedness 

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT & GATHERING 
What types of places would you like to see at Britannia that would support social engagement and 
gathering? These spaces could support ceremony, gathering, social engagement, celebration, places 
for meeting your friends, or making new ones, and meeting space for groups and organizations. 

Summarized themes (in order of occurrence): 
- Community “living rooms”, both indoor and outdoor 
- Large internal spaces and external plaza’s (ability for one to open to another) for outdoor 

events, larger community festivals + music 
- Activated outdoor space, covered seating areas 
- Coffee shop space, or space to sit with your computer without having to buy a coffee 
- More windows and ‘eyes on the street’, as well as better lighting throughout site 
- Rain in mind: refuge from, and site design that integrates water features 
- Support food programming to build community (community kitchen, vertical gardens, farmers 

markets etc.) 
- Space for seniors to gather 
- Permeable outdoor space 
- More meeting rooms 
- Dedicated space for pre-teens and youth to contribute to the community/centre 

LIFELONG LEARNING 
Britannia’s always been a place of lifelong learning. What types of learning spaces and facilities would 
you like to see at Britannia in the future. 

Summarized themes (in order of occurrence): 
- Healthy eating/cooking together, food education 
- Inter-generational learning and sharing, elders’ college 
- Language resources (ESL and others) 
- Affordable transportation, bike safety and repair course space 
- Space to work with hands (maker space, carving, arts + crafts, workshop) 
- Arts facilities (music, art, dance + yoga) 
- Computer literacy 
- Men’s healing 
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LIBRARY 

What do you love about Britannia and the Library? 
- I love reading books 
- Bigger collection of Latin American books  
- Ability to copy or “burn” digital media. Cheap copying, scanning, etc. would give access to those 

who do not have money or equipment 
- I love the library. Can always order a book. Quiet workspace is good. Needs a little refresh. Keep 

as many books as possible. Love the art shows 
- Since Commercial Drive is not a “mall,” washrooms are scarce belong to businesses. Public 

urinals and washrooms are important. One in park now, one in lawn bowling park.  
- That it is a public space for people to connect as a community. A place where people can feel 

safe. A place for people to to come and learn and make change in their life. What can change? A 
bigger library  

- Rooms for community groups; book for small meetings, board meetings, training, etc. This is a 
significant problem for small non-profits such as sports teams and local initiatives. 

- I love the programs and services here. The library really helps, it’s a great place to find resources 
for school. I’m grateful for the library being part of the community.  

- We love Britannia! I’d like to see more programs like coding for kids, kids & technology, kids’ 
theatre, more dance classes. It would be wonderful if more of these types of programs were 
offered by the community centre as they are out of many peoples’ price range  

- Great location, meeting spot. Enhance work space in library, more windows, bookshelves away 
from walls so more windows, bigger gallery with additional entrance, higher ceilings, more 
books 

- The community at the library is great. The library could become a learning centre for children 
youth, and adults for all types of information from coding to accessing information online to 
reading clubs. There is also lots of potential to expand the children’s programming & play area – 
check out the Boulder Public Library  

- Libraries are important community spaces for all. We need Britannia Library, we need to invest 
in the space, more gathering places to host workshops, more computers, open longer hours. 

- We love the staff, welcoming warm & wonderful  
- This is the best library and the staff are awesome 
- Expand library 
- I love it because my whole family grew up here  
- I use the library a lot more to pick up holds than anything else, but think it’s a great community 

hub resource. Use the pool – want pool(s), sauna, etc. to be part of the future.  
- I love the library, but we need new washrooms 
- Great that the library is part of the community 
- Bigger art gallery space 
- Great staff 
- Stroller parking  
- Space 
- More spaces for group study, more spaces for reading 
- This library is always welcoming to all stripes, which is its finest feature. Would prefer the 

extension of a quiet area, especially for internet use. Thanks for the fine service.  
- We love the library but we would love: Bigger library, more quiet reading areas, more removed 

and bigger kids’ area, craft area, better & more washrooms. Great job! 
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- I love the way the library is at the heart of things. We appreciate the friendly, helpful staff. And 
we especially like story time. We would like more programming for all ages, more work space, 
cleaner bathrooms, more computers, more gallery spaces, more windows, love the low-rise 
human scale  

- Facility: bathrooms currently awful. Programs: Saturday story time (not just for dads). 
Collection: more for browsing 

- I go to school here, it’s the closest high school near me. Without it I wouldn’t have an education.  
- Friendly staff, great location, books, community need, computers.  
- I have lived in the neighbourhood for 12 years and the library and Britannia Centre are central to 

our lives, Love the library! Because of the books (not enough theology), the people, the art 
displays, the children’s programs, the newspapers. The sports centre: gym, pool. School: sound 
of children’s laughter, the art on the walls outside 

- I like all the services the library offers and I like the fact that its open so many hours 
- I like that Britannia has something for everyone – from babies to seniors.  
- We enjoy using the children’s area and programming, such as summer reading club  
- A space to create art 
- We love Britannia’s connection to our community 
- I value the integration of services for a wide range of people in Britannia. It leads to a mixing of 

ages, ethnicities, etc. That I believe is essential to a vibrant community.  
- The helpful staff. The community context e.g. catering to children. Changes should be adaptive, 

not replacements.  
- I love the book club and art shows. Don’t like the fluorescent lights – give me migraines.  
- Love the library, the public arts & murals and comfortable, safe space for youth and kids to hang 

out. Don’t love the fences! Need to keep public space public and accessible.  
- Shared space for so many people and activities 
- I’m a regular user of Britannia Library, I really enjoy coming with my kids. What I would like to 

see is more francophone resources  
- Books! 
- Staff! Read the newspaper  
- I like the seasonal book display that I see as soon as I enter the library.  
- We love community connections – make space more “open”, less of a “maze” – keep schools 

open! 
- I love how it’s now an important part of the community  
- Helpful & friendly staff 
- I would love to see hardwood floors, clean bathrooms (more than 2!), sky lights, fun play area 

for kids with soft toys, puzzles, etc., lots of plants.  
- The gathering space 
- It’s warm and quiet, Love that. I think you should get a ton more computers, so good for people. 
- Clean bathrooms sure are nice! 
- The proximity. Opening hours in evenings and on weekends. 
- I love books! 
- The self-check kiosks can get busy at times. Add another one? 
- I love books! 
- Child friendly 
- So welcoming! Babytime, man in the moon, cookbooks, mysteries, great staff! 
- Local community hub 
- Access to new ideas! 
- We’ve loved story time! More programming for all age groups.  
- More computers/more time on computers 
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- Family zone where kids can run around 
- I love it how it is now 
- Let’s maximize natural light! Wood beams 
- We love Britannia library! 
- The staff are super friendly  
- Comfortable reading area 
- More reading, working, and community meeting spaces  
- The event info pamphlets 
- More kids books in Spanish 
- “village like” feel where you feel comfortable. No cars, more people and activities. 
- Proximity to other facilities  

What is the next chapter for Britannia library? 
- More space, activity space, indigenous & underprivileged focus 
- Let’s have a reconciliation reading room like Saskatoon public library have created 
- Bigger, more windows, more books, more movies, keep same great staff 
- Keep the integrated feel (including art gallery) but add more dedicated space for youth, 

learning, newcomers  
- Now – staff are superb, location is excellent, atmosphere is friendly 
- I would like to see – upgraded washrooms, quiet areas, more comfortable seating, get rid of 

fluorescents  
- The number one things, the best thing about the library, the happiest thing – book filled shelves! 
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ICE RINK 

What do you love about Britannia and the ice rink? 
- The current ice is really great – best in the City! Don’t change that! 
- Love the people who work at the rink 
- Bathrooms are warm 
- Everyone included 
- Café in the rink 
- Sense of community – keep that! Improve the pool  
- Need heating in change rooms and stands  
- Accessible  
- Murals 
- More robust landscaping 
- More music, culture, and hot drinks with skating and ice 
- Love the human scale of area 
- Pool needs windows 
- Skating rink  
- Nice instructors 
- I love that it is here, but am intimidated by the layout and network of spaces, it’s a maze 
- Keep the library! 
- Like to see more capacity 
- Community aspect 
- Skating lessons are fabulous 
- Bigger pool, warmer pool & café 
- Like the little buildings 
- Adult only skating 
- More green space 
- Indoor track around viewing area 
- Doesn’t feel integrated 
- Many activities in one spot 
- Free parking 
- Full rink 
- Architecture is a bit too “carceral,” cold 
- Adult programming 
- Love the trees, but corridors dark  
- Sauna for families! Away from pool smell 
- Saunas in change rooms 
- Keep ice rink! 
- I like hockey here! 
- Helmet sizes chart 
- The ice 
- We like rental staff 
- Love the pool 
- Hockey & everything 
- Outdoor programs (need more) 
- More sport ball! 
- Love diving boards and slides 
- Opportunity to exercise 
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- All level programs, great instructors 
- Lessons! 
- So many services in one spot 
- Pool not overcrowded 
- Everything in one spot 
- Public skating 
- Women only gym hours, gym, pool, sauna, track 
- Gym is a good social space 
- Craft centre (painting, beading, origami, card making) welcome low income 
- Sauna is good 
- Room for all levels of skaters 
- Like school and commercial centre sharing resources 
- Keep the rink/library! 
- Better change rooms 
- Buildings too old 
- Love the community and ice skating all levels 
- Lively neighbourhood centre 
- Convenient, accessible 
- Family (pool) change room 
- Family skate! 
- I love the hot pool and the ice rink 
- Welcoming and inclusive 
- Just needs updates (investments) 
- Library 
- Free skate on family day 
- Good staff 
- Programming 
- Gymnastics 
- Keep the paths 
- Nice that its so close to home 
- Public art aspects 
- Place to gather and socialize in the evening, late night centre 
- Just upgrade 
- Love the interconnectivity of the buildings. Wish it had more nature 
- Pool is clean! 
- Better lighting  
- Warm washrooms 
- Better integration for bikes 
- Like how it’s central to community (whole place) 
- Bike lanes 
- Need a bigger pool 
- Come for the lessons 
- Keep it functional 
- Love the mix of facilities 
- Shape of gym is friendly 
- Great ice, big ice 
- View corridors cut off 
- The connected pathways 
- Special Olympics 
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- Drawing pictures on ice 
- Hours of the fitness centre 
- Part of our heritage 
- More art 
- The pool 
- Lessons (skating) 
- Keep it community based 
- Best ice in Vancouver, keep the ice 
- It’s a “one stop shop” 
- Keep the rink! 
- Free for kids 
- I love the pool and the gym! Everyone is so friendly 
- All women’s sauna 
- Family friendly 
- Need a bigger gym, new equipment 
- Love the pool (change room updates) 
- Chill vibe (not like Hillcrest)  
- Library classes 
- Lively murals on pathways 

What’s on the ice? 
- Equipment - Smaller skates, loaner hockey equipment for free skates for kids, loaner mittens 
- Add capacity for programming space, heated seating space for watching 
- Better connected/integrated with outdoor ‘streets’, more connections to see 

outdoors/mountains 
- New gymnasium equipment 
- Change rooms could use an update 
- Skate park for teens (skateboarding) 
- Second rink, small rink for children? 
- Have hockey equipment available at a free skate for kids to try. 
- Britannia is a lovely and complex entity. One might see it as run down and confusing. Personally, 

I enjoy the “need” to explore the space to find its facilities. I guess a balance could be reached 
between the protective feeling of later the structures (so not all I exposed on first walking in) 
and providing cues for wayfinding. 

- Heated areas for those watching.” 
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POOL / FITNESS CENTRE 

What do you love about Britannia and the pool/fitness centre? 
- Like: inclusive community (offers classes/special Olympics/many varieties of classes offered). 

Could use: more programs for high end students (swim team, lifeguarding more active), water 
slide, green space/patio/windows  

- This is a lovely urban space with a human scale feeling. Warm, fuzzy, exploratory. Commercial 
drive is my shopping district, I live further at Norquay Village. The library is my main venue when 
in the Britannia district. It would be useful to extend the details and space treatment of 
Grandview Park in to Britannia as a whole. Keep and extend the community art features within 
the area.  

- Keep as is and develop another one elsewhere 
- Gym is awesome! Change rooms and pool need to be cleaner & upgraded 
- Lifeguard and aquatics and swimming teachers are the best! 
- No condos! 
- Gym is close and easily accessible. Great workout facility – clean, quiet and friendly with all the 

equipment you need and a great staff.  
- Love the separate saunas in the change rooms, love the gym. Change room is way too dirty. 

Love pools but don’t use this one because it is too dirty. 
- Valentine (trainer in the gym) he’s the best! 
- Yay for the hot tub. Keep that! We need a waterslide  
- I like the little baby pool because it has a mini slide  
- Whirlpool 
- Art gallery in library 
- We love the swimming pool  
- The classes: micro footie, salsa fit, Zumba 
- Connected to gym 
- Love that it’s been here for so long 
- Toddler pool (temp, depth, rental) 
- Love the community feeling 
- Hooks for clothes, more garbage cans 
- The pool 
- Would like library to continue being here 
- Hot tub 
- Do nothing it is perfect 
- Cleaner washroom and a good teacher 
- More garbage cans all over 
- Great space – everything in one space 
- Bigger steam room 
- Hope for more changing spaces for families 
- Love the family place 
- Has everything – hot and cold pools 
- Put money towards programming instead of a fancy LEED facility 
- Having friends in swimming lessons 
- Swimming lessons: timing, toddlers 
- Hot tub after lesson 
- Hot tub and sauna 
- Urban sweat lodge (sauna) 
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- I like the gym 
- Great extension, jewel in the heart 
- Lots of pink and purple glitter and a picture of Deborah and Grandma holding hands 
- People are respectful and give you space 
- Hot tub is warm after lessons 
- Different activities, basketball, art library, gymnastics 
- Pool  
- Deep pool flippers 
- I like the pool 
- Staff are very nice 
- Places to run around 
- Tot pool, big pool, hot tub 
- Proximity 
- Heart of the community 
- Accessibility, diversity of programs, integration 
- Close to where I live 
- Free Tuesday and Friday mornings, thank you! 
- I like the magazine telling you of new classes, keep that! 
- Women’s only sauna 
- Staff 
- Services kept, something for all ages 
- Community feel 
- Fitness centre not intimidating, good lighting, good view of pool 
- Keep the intention to be a hub 
- Great staff enough length lanes 
- Sprinkler 
- Source of community pride, beautiful, architecturally lovely 
- Love the staff 
- Inclusive, welcoming, community oriented  
- Inclusivity and openness 
- All connected, holistic 
- Continuum of care, its community 
- Village setting with space for youth to hang 
- Better equipment 
- Accessible 
- Lots of toys and games 
- So many friendly people 
- Lap swim lanes not too busy 
- Well rounded 
- Kids pool that I can touch in –Deborah, 4 
- All of it, the pool, saunas, people, classes and the gym  
- The swim teachers are great 
- The hot tub 
- Walking in sunlight to pool 
- I like that everything is in one place 
- Sense of community 

What should we throw in the Pool? 
- Gradual entry pool 
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- Dive tank 
- Bigger kid zone 
- Bigger shallow end 
- More swimming lanes 
- Better changing rooms 
- Parents and spectator’s area 
- Salt water pool  
- Ozone or ultraviolet treatment 
- Bigger pool 
- Lazy river  
- More natural light  
- Climbing wall above pool 
- More space in the change rooms (particularly for families)  
- More privacy in women’s change room 
- Slides, water guns, etc. for kids 
- Warmer hot tubs 
- Better lighting/ cleanliness 
- Larger, more family- friendly change rooms (tables, showers, stalls, etc.) 
- Salt water or O2 pool 
- Baking soda chlorine reduction system like at Watermania in Richmond or alternative systems 

like Eileen Daily in Burnaby or Killarney in Vancouver  
- Activities: slide in kid pool where small kids can stand, more toys to play with in pool, common 

sauna, improved steam room 
- More kids’ stuff, a lazy river (like Hillcrest) 
- Public swim hours all day long 
- Electronic timers 
- Better universal change rooms/bathrooms (cubicle change rooms, not automatic shower, dry 

benches, changing room separate from shower) 
- More windows 
- Don’t make it too different 
- Bigger hot tub 
- Sauna 
- 50m lap pool 
- Ozone pool 
- Pool with ‘beach access’ (that connects to lengths areas) 
- Better family change room (current all gender change space is very cramped) 
- Keep pool and pool area cleaner 
- Ozone or sea water pool 
- Kiddie pool bigger, keep the mushroom 
- A lobby where you can eat picnics when it’s raining 
- Shallower pool for kids 
- I love coming to the kids pool with family friends. Please keep this shallow kid’s friendly family 

oriented space! Also love how Britannia is almost like a little city with different way of 
community engagement – a pool, fitness centre, a skating rink, a library, a school, etc.! I believe 
this is a valuable piece of what shapes Britannia as a whole. 

- A lazy river like at Killarney and Hillcrest 
- Lockers that take personal locks and return your 25 cents 
- Like: gym open early, Saturday kids drop in play centre 
- Would like: new pool, solar panels, bigger play area inside for kids 
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- Maintain the fitness equipment 
- Larger stretching room 
- Separate gym dedicated to gymnastics program 
- Britannia should be kept as a community space with all the facilities renewed but keeping the 

same ideas and improve the facilities. More facilities for youth – music inside auditorium for 
shows. 

- Stroller access 
- No street shoes, please. Bigger pool, bigger change room. For gym: bigger stretching space. 

Ozone pool like Killarney 
- Please include: 

o women's open format shower and change room
o men's open format shower and change room
o universal change room

Can't speak for the men's, but as the mother of a little girl, I really value pools that have 
women's open format showers + change rooms. Our culture can be a very tough place, body 
image wise, for girls in particular, and in open format showers and change rooms my daughter 
sees bodies that are old, young, fat, thin, dark, light, hairy, scarred, smooth... woman + girls of all 
kinds caring for their bodies and practicing self-care, self-love, unabashedly, together.  

I see this kind of facility as an irreplaceable, positive, health and essential place of learning and 
growing! for girls especially. And, practically speaking, individual showers behind curtains like at 
hillcrest take a lot longer to become available (people less aware of line ups) and are hard to 
comfortably fit into if you have a child (or more!). Universal change rooms are also a must but as 
an addition, not replacement to open formats.  

Models: Watermania, Eileen Dailey, Killarney pools. 

Thank you 
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SENIORS CENTRE 

What do you love about the Al Mattison Centre and Britannia? 

- Space for cross programming with others in the community 
- Supportive and helpful staff makes for a safe, welcoming and 

friendly space 
- Easy access to washrooms 
- Isolation prevention, Place to meet new friends + Laugh 
- QUIRK-E, dance, etc. 
- Home base for Seniors/Elders to share, be creative and 

contribute in a community 
- “Staff are beautiful and awesome here. I love being welcome 

here as I don’t have family. This place has become an 
important Home.” 

- A place to hang out. A place full of smiles. A place that keeps 
me occupied. 

- AML is like a home away from home 
- It’s good for our physical and mental health – socializing, 

dancing, weekly communal lunches with peers, and I’ll keep coming as long as I’m alive! 
- This prevents isolation in seniors: A huge fear by seniors is isolation at home described once as 

“Eaten by Cats” (in a piece written for QUIRK-E) 
- I like that this is a space dedicated to senior use. When I heard of plans to renovate Britannia, I 

was excited. A renovated library, I thought! A spruced up senior centre! But I heard different, 
that there’s no spruce-up. Instead there’s no senior centre in the plan! Please, please 
reconsider. Thank you! 

- Would like it to be more integrated with rest 
- Would like to see multi-purpose, multi-age space 
- Need a larger space to grow (have more than one activity at a time) 

What difference do you think a seniors’ space makes for the community? 

- A dedicated space for seniors addresses the many needs we have: community learning 
opportunities, friendship building, better mental health, and longer fully lived lives  

- As a widow, it gives me a place to hang out with peers Inviting, learning. confidential  
- A safe environment for EVERYONE ...very caring. A senior’s space allows people to be part of 

and to make our community happier, more meaningful and helpful part of this area of the world 
- The queer seniors of Quirk-e have been crucial voices for 11 years sharing the hidden history of 

our Qummunity with the wider communities  
- It’s essential to have a place for seniors for my 84-year old family member. It’s important for me 

as a younger senior to bring him here with me knowing there’s a safe space where his walker 
and mobility problems are understood  

- It gets elders out socializing again  
- You get to keep only that which you give away. Knowledge is more useful in context than 

written which could change. 
- I think a senior’s space is important to meet the social and spiritual needs specific for seniors to 

meet others, to be part of the community, with opportunity to participate in different activities 
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and learn new things, make new friends from diverse group of people.  
- A seniors centre provides a safe and welcoming place for seniors to meet and make friends, 

learn about their community, resources in the community and other sources of info that may be 
useful to them.  

- A place to meet a variety of people: aboriginal, Italian, Hispanic, LGBT and learn from each 
other. 

- I cook for a long time. I’ve cooked on Thursday for a long time People enjoyed themselves. I 
come here to help people out by cooking and cleaning up the centre. Senior centre means the 
community because some people get lonely. Seniors Centre makes a difference hard time seeing 
needy people to help. All my children graduated from Britannia, all of them lived here in the 
neighborhood since 1959. Walking distance.  

- A seniors centre for me is . . .is a safe, loving place to come and learn to meet new friends and to 
confide in someone.  

- It is somewhere I can come to have a social life - it is a second home to me. I’ve learned so many 
skills through the seniors centre – how to work a computer is one of them. Healthy choices is 
another.  

- This is a much-needed space for seniors to meet, share ideas and resources: form a sense of 
community 

- A senior’s space is crucial for seniors to connect with each other – hold group meetings on 
various topics – Yeah seniors – more and more of us all the time.  

- It has a wonderful vibe. The people are welcoming. A senior’s space is good because it creates 
friendships  

- Just as young readers need a quiet space, so do seniors who are becoming hard of hearing, need 
a quiet place to meet and greet and craft.  

- The seniors space is good because it helps seniors learn new things. It opens its doors to 

friendliness I am lonesome no more. It has gotten me out and socializing Britannia needs space 
for performing arts and choir.  

- A seniors centre can be a centre for intercultural and intergenerational learning/sharing in a 
natural way. 

- A seniors centre ends senior isolation be providing a safe and welcoming space for seniors to 
gather, visit and share  

- The senior place makes people feel welcome, a place to rest, get a coffee, meet people, join in 
lunches and activities.  

- It provides a safe accessible place for seniors (especially less functional seniors, ESL, indigenous 
etc.) to come to ensure we are not isolated at home alone. This safe quiet place to meet, 
connect, then provides a gateway to access other programs and service at Britannia. I would not 
feel comfortable accessing other programs without this gateway.  

- I am in that age group a senior and this centre provides much needed information for me and 
activities that are at my level and provide for my needs. It is an important drop-in centre for so 
many activities and services, for meeting with other seniors as well as more formal activities. 
I’ve seen far too many places that apparently offer services and get-togethers that don’t work 
Because people come for one thing or another and go. No fellowship, no interchange, no human 
feeling! This centre does all these things properly and as one fairly isolated person it works for 
me. It is organic, it flows, it is welcoming and inclusive and it is for seniors and their specific 
needs  







MEETING NOTES 

April 12th -  AML Seniors Centre 

Seniors Elders and Advocates Council Meeting 

Space Needs 
• “We’d have more people showing up if we had more space.”

• We need more space for walkers, scooters

• Need recharging docks for scooters.

• It’s good to have offices. Other organizations can rent office space. For elders’ services,
for residential school survivor orgs for example.

• We need space for privacy, and space for gathering.

• Space should reflect reconciliation.

• It’s important to figure out how Britannia can be a safe space

• Important that it is a space of belonging. Warm and welcoming.

• We need to have our “own” safe spaces (e.g. for elders, for LGBTQ2S) and also space
more mixing.

• We need a designated 55+ Centre, every meeting I’ve been to I’ve brought this up.

• We like that the teens come in when they’re hungry. We want to retain that feeling.
They feel safe around elders. That’s why they’re coming here.

• Yes, there’s a big area plan, but we want our own space and for it to be welcoming to
others.

• Some people have anxiety is small spaces.



• There is a big lack of available land in Vancouver. If we lose the 55+ Centre now, we 
won’t get it back.  

 
RE: Indigenous-only/multi-ethnic spaces 

• “we get kicked out of places all the time, why would we want to do that to others?”  
• Skeena Reece artwork of her bathing a white elder.  
• We don’t need to focus on our differences.  
• “I’m okay with having non-aboriginal people join us.” 
• Common space, but people can be just Latin American or just Filipino within the same 

space.   
• “For this land to flourish we need to acknowledge First Nations first.” 

 
Lighting  

• We like the lighting in the weaving room  
 

Naming 
• If we are going to have an Elders/seniors centre the title of the centre should be “Village 

of Seniors and Elders”.  
 
 
Re: Seniors centre role in the community 

• Building foundations. I started coming to the healthy choices group. My best friend is 
here.  

• There’s movement and development here. We’re building a foundation.  
 
Re: Britannia Renewal Process 

• We’ve been giving input, I’m not sure if we’re being heard.  
• Architects are experts and specialists. But I’ve relied way too much on architects in the 

past.  
• Seniors really want more comprehension of the Brit Renewal project! 
• “We spoke, we want to know that we’re being heard” 
• Britt 55+ group was formed because we were told that there is not going to be a senior’s 

space.  
• Seniors are being told they can’t come to the brit renewal focus group.  
• How did we go from the “image Britannia Beyond Tomorrow” document (2008?) with 

expanded everything, to now the seniors centre is off the table. And there was no 
consultation with us in between. (we put a lot of effort into that document!) 

 
Re: services 

• Aging and chronic illness services are here at Britannia  
• New centre should mean lots of jobs (carpenters etc.)  
• What are the opportunities for our children?  

 



• Opening event 
• Elders teaching – elders centre for youth to come.  
• Elders can learn from youth. Some people call elders “recycled teenagers” 

 
 
 
 



SPEAKER SERIES 

The Britannia Renewal Speaker Series features passionate visionaries speaking about the exciting issues 
and topics that inform Britannia Renewal. The speakers’ series provides an opportunity to explore, 
discuss and learn about renewal opportunities and precedents from other places and how they  

LEARNING & COMMUNITY GROWTH 

On April 20th, Åsa Kachan, Chief Librarian and CEO 
for Halifax Public Libraries, was the speaker of the 
Britannia Speaker Series. An innovative, strategic 
and collaborative leader, Åsa has a passion for 
libraries and a demonstrated understanding of 
what it takes to serve diverse communities.  

Held in the Britannia Library, her talk was held during the BC Library Association conference in 
Vancouver and attracted approximately 50 people. Attendees were asked to provide their ideas on what 
they would like to see and do at the Britannia Library in the future by writing their ideas in miniature 
books were posted in the B-LAB after the talk, providing members another two weeks to provide their 
comments and ideas.  

ACTIVITY NOTES 

- Debate clubs 
- Philosophy cafes  
- Book clubs to discuss a selected book 
- Spaces for engagement with First Nations to learn and share their culture and experiences (I 

mean true and deep learning and sharing not surface) 
- Ongoing updates regarding what’s happening 
- And suggestions of what each of us would like to take place 



- Transparency – all glass walls – no visual barriers 
- Be creative, I want “WOW” 
- Be beautiful 
- Views! We are Grandview Woodlands, let’s take advantage of the grand views we have of the 

mountains, ocean, and sunlight. 
- A centre that attracts and is comfortable for all community members 
- Light and space that is flexible 
- Auditorium  
- Quiet areas with natural light 
- We want a library just like the Halifax Library! But including an outdoor library 
- Meeting areas 
- Areas for teens to “BE” 
- Lecture series 
- Quiet spaces and comfortable chairs to work and relax in 
- Spaces for engagement 
- Increased book circulation  
- Meeting room with kitchen 
- Play space 
- Lots of open space and light 
- Many activities co-existing 
- Avoid separated rooms, even though they may have movable walls e.g. Trout Lake – still feels 

like a bunch of boxes – BORING 
- Arts, music, theatre 
- Flexibility of spaces for new future programs 
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WORKSHOP SUMMARY	

Britannia	Master	Planning		
Britannia	Community	Services	Centre	(BCSC)	
Program	Verification	Workshop	–	Life	Long	Learning	 25	April	2017	

2:30	–	4:30	pm	
ATTENDEES:	
PARTNERS	SUB-COMMITTEE:	
Matthew	Halverson,	Project	Manager,	REFM	-	FP	
Diana	Guinn,	VPL	
Cynthia	Low,	Britannia	-	VPB	+	BCSC	

CONSULTANT	TEAM:	
Jennifer	Marshall,	Urban	Arts	Architecture	
Shelley	Craig,	Urban	Arts	Architecture	

STAFF	+	STAKEHOLDERS	
VPL	+	Britannia	Branch	Library:	
Megan	Langley,	Manager,	Neighbourhood	Services	-		NE	Area		
Julie	Iannacone,	Assoc.	Director,	Neighborhood	+	Youth	Services	
Yukiko	Josa,	Branch	Head,	Britannia		
Ariel	Caldwell,	Teen	Service	Librarian,	VPL	
Gwen	Doran,	Teen	Service	Librarian,	VPL	
Anne	Martin,	Acting	Head,	Children’s	Library,	VPL	
Nathalie	Patel,	Children’s	Librarian,	North	East	Area	
Bob	Yuen,	Library	Assistant,	Britannia	Branch	
Shyanin	Rachman,	Library	Assistant,	Britannia	Branch	
Sandra	Bridge,	Library	Assistant	II	–	Britannia	Branch	

BCSC:		
Peter	Odynsky,	Recreation	Coordinator	
Mawi	Bagon,	Pool	+	Fitness	Programmer	
Lindsay	Grant,	Community	Engagement	
Ellen	Dacamana,	Arts	and	Culture	Programmer	
Emma	Carrigan,	Teen	Centre	Programmer	
Leanne	Doolan,	Practicum	Student	
Ingrid	Kolsteren,	BCSC	Board		

Other	Stakeholders:	
Scott	Clock,	Director,	ALIVE	
Rose-Maria	Wasnick,	ALIVE	Student	
Stephanie	Agaray,	Latin	America	Youth	Worker	

1. Introduction
Meeting	kicked	off	with	round	table	intro	of	all	present.	UAA	introduced	goals	of	workshop	in	context	of
larger	project	process	and	outlined	the	structure	of	the	session.

2. Presentation
Diana	Guinn	Introduced	VPL’s	new	strategic	plan	Vision	2020:

a. Mission	-	A	free	place	to	discover,	create	and	share	ideas	and	information.
b. Vision	–	An	informed,	engaged	and	connected	city
c. Values	-	some	examples:

• Diversity
• Access	for	all
• Community	led	planning
• Innovation	and	creativity
• Sustainability
• Community	partnerships
• Respectful	places	and	Communication
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d. 2020	Vision	is	organized	into	4	outcomes:	
1. Lifelong	Learning,	Creativity	and	Innovation	

a. The	place	to	go	for	learning,	creativity,	innovation	by	2020	
b. Help	bridge	the	Digital	divide	
c. Strengthen	collections	to	support	lifelong	learning	
d. Provide	access	for	learning	spaces	and	creativity	-	Inspiration	labs,	creation	spaces		

2. Access	and	Equity		
a. Patron	centered	experience	
b. Increase	access	and	ease	of	use	
c. Identify	needs	and	develop	services	with	communities	with	those	that	experience	

barriers	to	service	
d. Continue	to	refurbish	and	revitalize	space	
e. Ensure	spaces	are	inclusive	and	welcoming	for	Vancouver’s	diverse	communities	

3. Sharing	and	Collaboration		
a. Enable	informed	community	conversations	on	issues	that	matter	
b. Continue	to	Act	on	Truth	and	Reconciliation	recommendations		
c. Provide	spaces	for	people	to	share	information,	ideas,	culture	and	stories	
d. Support	Vancouver’s	cultural	communities	to	extend	their	reach	and	impact	

4. Organizational	strength	–	People	and	Culture	
a. Develop	systems	that	support	continuous	improvement	
b. Nurture	an	organization	where	staff	can	thrive	
c. Demonstrate	impact	
d. Promote	VPL	services	and	offerings	

	
3.		 Brainstorming	Session		
	 Participants	engaged	in	brainstorming	session	addressing	the	following	key	questions:	

1. What	are	the	top	service	priorities	for	the	Library	today?	
o Access	to	internet	
o Translation	service	to	newcomers	
o Kids	programs	
o Free	programs	
o Space	for	teenagers		
o Balancing	needs	of	all	seniors	and	children		
o Social	space	for	young	people	
o Charging	stations	
o Aware	of	different	level	of	reading	literacy	materials	for	all	
o Strategic	plan	+	existing	social	determinants	of	health	play	space.	
o Wide	ranging	audience	literary	for	adults	
o Collections	
o Language	+	cultural	building		
o Ability	to	create	
o Social	determinants	of	health	
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2. What	differentiates	Britannia	from	other	branch	libraries?:	
o Partnership	with	VSB	–	we	are	a	shared	public	and	school	library	(elementary	and	

high	school)	shared	collection,	elementary	classes	are	in	every	week.	
o Part	of	BCS	board	governance	
o Philosophers	café	+	Story	telling	–	not	unique	
o Community	based	Art	Gallery	in	library	brings	others	in,	experiential	education	
o Collaborate	with	community	partners	
o Engage	in	youth	matters	–	first	line	of	support	-	at	the	frontline	with	vulnerable	

youth		
o All	partners	in	reconciliation	action	events	
o Goes	into	community	
o Integrated	with	community,	school,	and	events		
o Systematic	integration	-	in	practice	and	relationship.		
o Place	for	preserving	multi-cultural	communities		
o Place	to	share	and	produce	content	(not	high	tech)	
o Community	base	talks	and	elder	circles.	

	
3. In	delivering	services,	what	is	working	well?	What	are	the	current	barriers	to	delivering	

services?	
	
The	following	service	deliveries	are	working	well:	

o Safe	place,	welcome	to	all		
o Level	of	intimacy	demonstrating	care	-	”caring	in	action”		
o Caring	in	partnership	with	other	service	providers	
o Raising	children	together,	dependent	on	each	other	beyond	Britannia	to	community.		
o Formal	and	informal	meetings	and	connections	

	
Current	barriers	to	delivering	services	are:	

o Program	room	not	adequate	
o Hours	that	library	is	open	-	need	extended	hours	-	e.g.	more	evenings	for	events	
o Tension	between	user	groups	e.g.?	
o Need	more	computers		
o Need	separate	washroom	for	children		
o Need	community	living	room	
o Need	ability	to	lend	tools		
o How	can	all	spaces	feel	like	they	are	connected?	
o Could	teen	center	be	in	the	library?		

	
4. Who	are	the	Library’s	customers	and	who	is	not	being	served?	

Customers:		
o Newcomers	
o Families	(Children	bring	parents)	
o Youth	sheltering	and	in	care	
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o Students	and	teachers	from	schools	on	site	and	others		
o Homeless	
o BCSC	Staff	
o Seniors	and	Elders		
o Literacy	challenged	
o Digital	access	users	
o Kettle	and	Britannia	Lodge	clients	

	
People	not	being	served	(difficult	to	answer):		
o Job	seekers		
o More	outreach	to	overcome	logistical	struggles	(short	term	resident	and	refugees)	–	

this	can	be	an	introduction	to	services		
o Population	shifting	to	more	literate	population.	
o Vulnerable	youth	population	(age	between	24	to	27)–	need	to	enhance		
o BIA	and	local	businesses	
o Students	outside	school	use	
o Teacher	has	no	room	to	teach	within	library	
o Newcomer	families	
o Vulnerable	young	families		

	
5. What	does	the	public	want	the	library	to	provide?	

o Free	materials,	free	space	
o Computers		
o Access	to	the	world		
o Socialization	
o Learning	
o Barrier	free		
o To	take	a	lead	in	Reconciliation	at	city	level	
o Connect	vulnerable	youth	to	much	more	than	what	they	come	in	for	(Inclusion,	safe	

space	and	changing	stations)		
o Services	for	people	with	different	levels	of	English	learning	lab	for	English		
o Help	people	with	civic/institutional	literacy			i.e.	How	to	engage	residents	to	serve,	

participate	–	create	sustainability	+	empowerment.	
o Help	people	access	business	–	form	filling	help		
o Ancestry	and	lineage	research	assistance:	library	could	play	a	huge	role	indigenous	

people	to	access	their	lineage.	Indigenous	people	may	be	eligible	for	benefits	they	
don’t	know	yet	due	to	lack	of	ability	to	access	information.	

o Information	recommendations	with	help	searching	by	non-judgmental	professional	
and	knowledgeable	staff		

o Story	time	in	pool		
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4.		 Breakout	Discussion:	
		 Participants	broke	out	into	groups	to	explore	the	following	questions:	

1. How	is	Britannia	providing	a	Third	Place	for	the	community	–	how	could	this	be	improved?:	
o Space	lacking	for	social	activities	
o Hours	extended	and	synchronized		
o Artist	space	exposed	to	community	
o Kitchen	area	–	food	+	serve		
o Program	Space	-	Puzzle	/	game	space,	Fix	it	programs		
o Public	phones		
o Musician	practice	rooms	
o Surprising	activities	for	surprising	space		
o Natural	light		
o Movable/flexible	furniture	on	wheels	
o More	computers		
o Expand	to	exterior		
o Open	up	space	to	provide	space	for	community	to	come	into	library		
o Meeting	space	to	support	people	organizing	
o Social	workers		

	
2. What	programs	or	services	should	be	provided	in	a	renewed	Britannia	library?:	

o Build	off	what	is	existing		
o Story	times		
o Gathering	spaces	for	teens	
o Mixed	spaces	-	quiet	and	noisy/open	and	enclosed		
o Computers		
o Maker	space	and	Creation	Lab	-	3D	printers		
o Classes	and	Instruction	for	learning	art	and	technology	for	diverse	age	groups	and	

content	
o Access	to	space	after	hours	for	others	to	use.		
o Programs	and	services	for	invisible	vulnerable	(more	than	just	economics).		
o Movies	
o Social	+	casual	events	(socialization)		
o Social	space	for	teens	–	video	games		
o Collection	includes:		

• Aboriginal	collection	
• IPad	and	eReader	lending	
• Musical	instrument	lending	
• Children’s	collection		
• Spanish	&	Chinese		
• Art	books		

o Books	in	other	languages		
o Business	skills	training		
o Programs	in	other	languages	or	bilingual		
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3. What	would	make	the	library	the	go-to	venue	for	learning,	creativity,	and	innovation?		
o More	face	to	face	time	with	staff	
o Reconciliation	space	-	central	meeting	space	in	library	–	people	feel	comfortable.	

Make	introductions	across	community.		
o Space	for	indigenous	people	to	practice	ceremony.		
o Creation	space	-	Maker	lab		
o Public	forum	space		
o Performance	space	
o Activist	space:	(Training	in	research	methods	and	scholar	databases,	media	literacy	

spaces,	diversity,	inclusion,	no	barriers,	privacy,	building	on	stuff	near	Britannia)		
o Media	literacy	(false	news	proof)		
o Allow	food	in	library		
o Salish	Long	house	(with	kitchen)	–	elders	and	youth	(practice	ceremony)		
o Community	kitchen	+	garden	–	social	enterprise	-	Seed	library	-	Breakfast	
o Address	cultural	differences.		
o Make	it	easy		

	
Quotable	quotes:	
“Children	grow	up	in	communities,	not	programs.	Let’s	Build	the	village	to	raise	a	child”	
“Library	is	a	spirit	not	just	a	space.”		
“How	you	engage	community	determines	how	they	are	seen.”		
“Use	of	technology	can	reduce	social	connection	and	intimacy.	“	
	
 















YOUnique Youth Conference 

April 27th 11:00 am – 4:30 pm 
Britannia Secondary School Auditorium 

YOUnique Youth Conference is a free one-day event for youth that features youth workshops, 
lunch and a feast/performance. Britannia Renewal team members attended the event with 
project information and posters. The following are the responses that were received. 

What do you love about Britannia? 
• I love the school
• I love the programs and activities here
• I like the amazing teachers and students at Britannia
• I like the atmosphere here
• Community connections
• Sports (gym)
• I love the way they appreciate the people and get involved in the project
• I love the way that everyone gives their own opinion
• The support of others to do anything
• What I love about Britannia is the environment and the atmosphere
• Painting on the sidewalks
• Always buzzing with new projects
• The community

What do you want to see in the future at Britannia? 
• Continue with the great community service and volunteering opportunities
• More activities for the teen centre
• Multipurpose games room
• I would like to see more funding towards sports other than basketball
• More activities at the teen centre
• A Japanese bath house
• Turf field
• Cricket
• Want better teen centre
• I want a job at Britannia
• We don’t want the negative stigma of Britannia (people at other schools say this)
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WORKSHOP	SUMMARY	
	 	
	

Britannia	Master	Planning		
Britannia	Community	Services	Centre	(BCSC)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Program	Verification	Workshop	–	Social	Development	 	 5	May	2017	
	 	 	 	 1:00pm	–	4:30	pm	
	 	 	 	 	 	
ATTENDEES:	
PARTNERS	SUB-COMMITTEE:	
Matthew	Halverson,	Project	Manager,	REFM	-	FP	
Cynthia	Low,	Britannia	-	VPB	+	BCSC	
	
CONSULTANT	TEAM:	
Jennifer	Marshall,	Urban	Arts	Architecture	
Ouri	Scott,	Urban	Arts	Architecture	
	
STAFF	+	STAKEHOLDERS	
Paul	Czene,	VPB	Access	+	Volunteer	Services	
Erica	Mark,	VPB	
Susan	Mele,	VPB	
Catherine	Buckham,	CoV	CS	Social	
Lesley	Campbell,	CoV	CS	Social	
Peter	Marriott,	CoV	CS	Social	
Spencer	Lindsay,	Cov	CMO	Communications	
Norm	Leech,	VACPC	
Jim	Lemaistve,	BSCS	Planning	+	Development	Committee	
Yukiko	Tosa,	BSCS	Public	Library	
Michelle	Ziebart,	CoV	+	BSCS	
Lindsay	Cirant,	BSCS	
Dorine	Kennerley,	BSCS	Senior	Centre	
Emma	Carrigan	

Other	Stakeholders:	
Scott	Clock,	Director,	ALIVE	
Stephanie	Agaray,	Latin	America	Youth	Worker	
Joshua	Edward,	Health	Initiative	for	Men	
Ian	Marcuse,	Grandview	Woodland	Food	
Connection	
Pat	Hogan,	Quirke	
Chris	Morrissey,	Quirke	Meal	Project	
Nancy	Strida,	Quirke	
Patt	Davitt,	Former	BSCS	
Carol	Buchanan,	Former	BSCS	
Emma	Sutherland,	Red	Fox	Healthy	Living	Society	
Rocky	James,	MVAEC	Policy	Analyst	
Lynne	Gartshore,	Community	Interest	
Napinder	Rehaller,	Vancouver	Aboriginal	
Friendship	Centre	
Amelia	Gubana,	Senior	Centre	user/volunteer	
Annie	Danilko,	Senior	Centre	user/volunteer	
Shari	Lalberte,	VCC	
Patricia	Isaac	
Lynn	Wilson	
	

	 	 	 	 	 	

1. Introduction	
	 Meeting	kicked	off	with	round	table	intro	of	all	present.	UAA	introduced	goals	of	workshop	in	context	of	

larger	project	process	and	outlined	the	structure	of	the	session.		

2. Presentations	of	City	Policies	+	Strategies	

	 Peter	Marriot,	CoV	SC	Social:	

1. Definition	of	Social	Development			
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2. Policy	Context/Strategic	Directions		
a. Healthy	City	Strategy	
b. City	of	Reconciliation	
c. Grandview	Woodland	Plan		

3. Social	Indicators	and	Forecasts		

a. Demographic	Trends		
• Population	density	
• Population	growth	
• Age	distribution	
• Child	population	over	time	
• Senior	population	over	time	
• People	living	alone	
• Indigenous	identity	

b. Healthy	City	Indicators	
• School	readiness	
• Poverty	rate	
• Inclusion,	belong,	safety	
• Physical	mobility	

c. Forecasts	

4. Grandview	Woodlands	Asset	Map	
	
	

	 Erica	Mark,	VPB	–	Youth	Services:	

1. Vancouver	Children’s	Policiy	

2. Neighbourhood	

3. City	Wide	

4. Priorities	

5. Renewal	Considerations	
	

	 Susan	Mele,	VPB	–	Senior’s	Services:	
- Sustainability	–	develop	tools	to	get	here,	social	development	is	grounded	in	sustainability	
- GW	Trends	–	need	to	meet	individual	needs	

• Younger	but	aging,	declining	number	of	children		
- 3.3K	0	–	12	
- 3.1K	13	–	24	
- 7.6K	25	–	34	
- 12%	>	65	years	old	

• More	than	average	single	household	
- 22%	all	ages	
- 50%	households	
- 43%	single	seniors	

• Language	
- 6%	cannot	communicate	enough	and	cant	access	english	

• Highest	aboriginal	population	in	city	at	8.1%	
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• Immigration	population	declining	to	30%	
• School	

- 65%	ready	for	school	
- 1/3	vulnerable	and	not	ready	for	school	

• Increased	social	capital	(safety,	community,	inclusion)	–	64%	vs	54%	city	
- Build	capacity	–	build	infrastructure,	partnering	with	service	providers	
- 29,000	people	–	denser	than	other	areas	of	the	city	

	
Youth:	

• 1992	–	Vancouver	Children’s	Policy	
• 1995	–	Vancouver	Civic	Youth	Strategy		
• 1995	–	Vancouver	Child	and	Youth	Advocate	

- Guiding	Principles	for	Youth	Friendly	Services		
• Access	
• Inclusion	
• Partner	
• Collaboration	
• Proactive	
• Preventative		
• Best	Practices		

- Access	to	caring	adults	
- Britannia	has	the	only	stand	alone	youth	centre	

	
Seniors	Services:	

• 23	CCs	–	only	3	have	senior	centers	(Kerrisdale,	Kilarney	and	Barclay	Manor)	
• Decreased	hours	dedicated	to	programming	
• No	set	policy	
• Increased	use	of	pool	and	fitness	in	seniors	
• Registration	Path	

- Social	
- Fitness/sport	
- Education	
- Arts	+	Culture	
- Adapted/special	needs	

- Social	Infrastructure	Plan	–	priorities	to	council		
	

3.		 Brainstorming	Session		
	 Participants	engaged	in	brainstorming	session	addressing	the	following	key	questions:	

1. What’s	special	about	Britannia	Social	Development	services?	
o Inclusive	
o Diverse	
o Sense	of	Community	
o Free	programs	
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o Safe	place	
o Socially	innovative		
o Services	-	free	
o Reconciliation	Programming	
o Connection	to	school	with	alternative	programming	
o Connected	to	Library	
o Self	Organizing	Groups	–	Carnival,	QUIRKY	
o Village	feel	created	by	stand	alone	teen	and	seniors	centre		
o Programming	partnerships	are	unique	–	(in-kind	space)-	Red	Fox,		
o Adapted	Recreation	serves	medium	to	challenging	youth	(ratio	1-3	youth	:	staff)	
o Community	Commons	created	by	community	and	partners	
	

2. Who	is	not	being	served?:	
o Clients	with	mental	health	challenges	
o People	with	early	onset	dementia		
o Older	seniors	–	mental	and	physical	barriers	
o Lions	Den	(older	seniors)	
o Place	based	–	how	to	reach	people	who	cannot	come	
o Lots	of	First	Nations	housing	in	the	area	but	indigenous	people	under-represented	on	Britannia	

Site	
- Aboriginal	Youth	–	where	are	they	going?	
-	 Young	aboriginal	families	–	staying	at	home	due	to	affordability,	having	more	than	1	young	

child	and	anxiety	
o Seniors,	elders	and	advocates	(SEA)	and	new	programmed	space	for	families	–	“kind	space”	
o Accessibility	for	handicaps	–	program	and	facility	needs	
o Families	–	not	currently	a	hang	out	place	for	families	

	
4.		 Breakout	Discussion:	
		 Participants	broke	out	into	groups	to	explore	the	following	questions:	

1. What	are	programs	that	should	be	provided?	
o Incorporate	core	programs:	library,	teen	centre,	fitness	centre,	rink,	and	senior	centre	
o Relationships	will	be	built	around	food:	kitchen/sharing	food/community	kitchen	
o Seniors	programs	(active,	inactive)	–	space	feels	safe,	cultural	
o Leisure	access	
o Quiet	spaces	(sound	proof)	
o Dedicated	youth	centre	and	senior	centre	to	build	safe	comfortable	environments	
o Space	is	first	and	foremost	for	seniors	
o Area	where	people	can	build	trust	with	other	individuals	
o Performances	–	sound/acoustics	
o Openness	to	new	programs	based	on	demand	(example:	if	people	need	space	for	a	carnival	

band)	
o Area	for	a	fire	for	proper	indigenous	ceremonies	(sweat	lodges,	sage	burning/smudging)	
o Indigenous	approach	to	architecture	–	reconciliation	space	
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o Programs	for	family	with	children		
o Programs	that	develop	community	

• Elder	healing	circle	
• Community	Meals	

o Exercise	programs	–	different	levels	
o Arts	–	Cedar	weaving,	beading,	etc	
o Physical	activity	–	good	gymnasium	
o Community	nurse/health	clinic	
o Food	security	–	community	kitchen	
o Drop	in	programs	for	youth	
o Specific	groups	have	own	confined	quiet	area	(anxiety,	privacy,	etc)	
o More	food,	community	and	social	–	connected	to	open	concept	kitchen	(kitchen	is	the	heart	of	

the	home)	
o Kitchen	should	have	access	from	multiple	sides	and	can	be	used	by	everyone	
o Dignified	food	access	
o Moving	from	age	designated	–	how	do	we	connect	groups	
o More	green	space,	outdoor	gathering	space	
o NO	narrow	spaces	with	dark	corners	–	better	lighting	for	pathways	(safety)	
o Integrating	inside	and	outside	environment	
o More	indigenous	design	
o Great	views	are	not	being	utilized	
o Canucks	Place	space	on	2nd	floor	is	great	
o A	few	different	safe	bike	access	routes	
o Great	park	for	all	ages	beside		
o Improve	connections	
o Larger	auditorium	
o More	space	for	arts	and	art	programs	
o Healthy	family	feeling,	have	family	space	
o Building	long	term	relationships	
o A	place	to	feel	safe	
o Separate	plus	communal	spaces	
o Don’t	want	people	just	walking	in	and	out	–	safety	
o There	are	cultural	issues	regarding	comfort	–	don’t	want	a	front	desk	that	asks	questions		
o Need	a	place	where	people	can	come	+	hang,	a	place	to	meet	and	chat,	unstructured	hangout	

space	
o Home	away	from	home	for	social	reasons	
o Socio-economic	not	being	able	to	afford	this	
o Coffee	shop	atmosphere	
o Cultural	spaces	(performance,	celebrate,	meetings,	etc)	
o Services	and	non	for	profit	hub	(ie	health)	
o Against	institutionalized	spaces	–	these	deter	youth,	we	need	separate	spaces	for	youth	or	19+	

or	going	to	lose	this	at	risk	population	
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2. What	can	be	shared?	
o Welcoming	place	to	hangout	–	community	lounge	
o Youth	friendly	staff	
o Indoor	play	area	for	children	
o Shared	kitchen	(youth,	seniors,	teens)	
o Outdoor	hub	(gardens,	playground,	green)	
o Recreation	area	(billiards,	etc	–	could	be	multipurpose:	seniors,	daytime	teens	are	at	school)	
o Shared	computer	lab	and	studio	video	space	
o Technology	hub	within	library	
o Partly	covered	courtyard	(larger,	natural	elements,	circular)	
o Have	most	of	the	spaces	shared	(meeting/event	space,	moveable	walls,	clear	glass	walls	with	

blinds,	more	auxiliary	desks,	add	a	floor	above	the	information	centre)	
o Office	space	

	
3. What	does	success	look	like?	

o Safety	and	areas	where	people	feel	safe	
o Understanding	of	rules	and	spaces	
o Areas	for	privacy,	spaces	to	lock	and	store	things		
o Not	just	quantitative	data,	measure	quality	and	personal	stories	
o Focus	groups	and	surveys	
o Return	rates	–	increased	frequency	
o People	accessing	more	than	one	program	
o Build	relationships	
o People	with	barriers	feel	comfortable	to	go	there	
o Visibly	busy	with	both	those	with	barriers	and	those	without	
o A	balance	between	having	own	space	and	shared	space	
o Seeing	integration	of	people	using	each	others	space	while	respecting	privacy	
o Seeing	people	hanging	out	outside	using	the	space	hub	with	BBQ	space	

	



MEETING NOTES 

May 9th -  AML Seniors Centre 
Youth Cooking Night  

Space/Amenities  
• Comfortable seating area, for indoor. To chill. For youth.

o Lazy boys.
• More charging areas.
• Storage for the stuff that gets piled up in the teen centre (other people’s junk)
• Lockers in the office to put youth’s bags [anti-theft/safety]
• Separate room/meeting room for confidential things to happen
• Office space:

o Sightlines form desk. Good to have big windows in office so you can see
everything going on in the centre.

o But we can’t have confidential meetings when there’s big windows.
• We need female friendlier space.
• Movie theatre/ showing/

o already set up, so we don’t have to bring screen and projector)
o Teens have projector, but they have to rearrange a lot of stuff to have showings.

• Teen centre is too institutional
• Washing machine and dryer for teens and seniors centre. For hockey gear, donated

clothes, towels.
• More organizational storage.

o Not just big storage space, but well-organized
o More place for staff to put stuff

• More counter space.
• Machine to remind people to bring in their forms
• 3d printer
• Motorcycles to take for the day
• Basketball court.

o So I can come back and dunk over kids when I’m older.

Layout 
• Separate entrance

o So we’re not limited to community centre hours.
• We like that there’s no front desk. We want to keep that.



o Youth appreciate not feeling like they are being surveilled.  
• Soundproofing 

o Reducing conflicts.  
o People get frustrated with the level of noise and the bad language from youth.  
o Staff: We’re always trying to keep people respectful.  

• Kitchen would have to be separate from play/hangout space 
o it would have to be more clean, always washing hands etc. would have put more 

restriction on the teen space.   
Activities  

• Pool table 
• Ping pong 
• Air hockey.  

o staff: after 2 months, it will get destroyed.  
o We’ve gone through like 10 ping pong tables.  

• Video games.  
• 3d printer  
• Computers.  

o Facebook 
o Video games 

• Dodgeball  
• Better stereo system  
• Parkour  
• Dojo walls w mats. MMA.  

 
Youth want a safe space 

• Youth was at a friend’s house, the mom was drinking, they had to leave. They wandered 
the streets, and the cops picked them up. Then a friend brought them to a “safe space” 
where they could get something to eat, relax and watch TV and sleep there if they 
needed to (no questions asked)  

• Skateboard park 
• Need housing. Youth quit at Grade 9 or 10 to take care of family etc.  

 



MEETING NOTES 

May 10th -  AML Seniors Centre 

Elders Healing Circle  

• Seniors Centre feels like home.
o I live three blocks away. It’s close to where you live.
o I try to leave the house every day, otherwise I sit at home feeling sorry for

myself.
• They spoil us here.
• I like the crafts, the friendship here, the sharing of culture, the stories, the people.
• You get to know what’s happening around the neighborhood.

o Other programs like cedar harvesting.
• It would be great to have an amphitheatre

o Pow wow, dance.
• Staff need to be educated re: Aboriginal culture.
• I went to a centre in New West, but I felt out of place

o There was no greeting
o I felt like a stranger walking in
o They didn’t have cultural activities. (my presumption).
o But I don’t think we’d have that problem here at Britannia

• We want more cultural exchange.
• I used to go to a senior’s program in Surrey. But it’s too far now.

o It’s too far by transit, didn’t want to drive that far.
• There’s too much gossiping at the Friendship Centre elder’s lounge. A lot of cultural

conflict between people, they don’t like people coming from the east.
• It was supposed to be subsidized housing but my rent increased from $253 to $526.
• Seniors would like to have their own housing, there’s too many parties if it’s mixed.
• Here you can sit wherever you want but at the Friendship Centre elders lounge, seniors

take over particular tables, they get mad at you for sitting in the wrong seat.
• It would be great to have a seniors housing project, maybe near the seniors centre. If

there were enough seniors around, they could keep the kids in line! But not up too high,
seniors should be on the first floor.



• I want to reiterate that we need an elders Centre. There’s no reason why there 
shouldn’t be more than one elders centre, in a addition to whatever the friendship 
centre builds.  

o When asked about the Friendship centre plans, an elder responded “but you 
don’t know the friendship Centre like I do”   

 
• When we lose people here, and can’t make it back up north, there’s no healing here. We 

need longhouse and sweat lodge.  
 
• We don’t just need care when we go to the hospital. We need other kinds of care.  

o Music therapy 
o keeping the mind active.  

 
• Important to write our own story.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SENIORS FOCUS GROUP 12 May 2017 
 
John Ingram, EcoPlan 
Colleen Hamilton, EcoPlan 
Cathy Buckham, CoV CS, Social 
Spencer Lindsay, Public Engagement CoV 
Matt Halverson, Cov REFM 
Jenifer Marshall, UAA 
Ouri Scott, UAA 
Lindsay Grant, BCSC 
 
 
Attendees and opening comments: 
1. Chris Dahlton – BCSC is a centre for wellbeing and recreation 
2. Elsie Dean – 411 Seniors Centre Board – interested cross cooperation between centres 
3. Donna Kennedy, Inclusive, open, and kind 
4. Pat Hogan, 30-year resident + housing coop resident, Querk-e – BCSC heart of the 

community 
5. Nancy Strider, Querk-e + Britannia Players – AML place to share stories – safety to share for 

marginalized 
6. John Truchan, “The Movie Guy" – advocating for theatre – integral part of personal health 

and sense of community 
7. David Parent, Planning + Dev Committee, served on Board, Chair of Volunteer Committee, 

23-year user of BCSC, Arts + Culture Committee (relationship with the seniors – building 
relationships – be part of someone’s life journey  

8. Patricia Gamboi, Latin American Women’s Group + Choir, background in community 
engagement, Spanish reading club – love affair with Brit 8 years ago – “welcome” Regent 
Park Community Outreach Worker. 

9. Madeline MacIver, Metis from Alberta, area resident, engagement began with Rec. 
Grandkids use the Centre in summer, ukulele, beading – worked for FN Long House @ UBC 

10. Doris Stevenson, Lion’s Den program user – Astorino’s “Friendly” 
11. Vera Jones, Nisga’a Elder, Residential School Survivor (900 years old) new 55+ user – 

reluctant to bead – learning new things BCSC the go to place for Aboriginal Elders  
12. Alice Muro, Aboriginal from Lytton support senior centre – the place to be 
13. Micah Waskow, benefited from various programs over the years – AML is the Community 

Living Room – a place to sit on the couch and have coffee with anyone. “Gracious” 
14. Christopher Coordinator for Seniors Services, VPL 



15. Daniela Esparo, Neighbourhood Services VPL, Britannia is the centre of the community 
16. Joseph Sparovec, public relations + stakeholder relations 
17. Emily Sobool, VPL Community Librarian, looking how to improve services “life-long learning” 
18. Annie Danillo, Haida, involved with teens, senior centre devotee – her social place – haven 

for healing from anxiety. Drop ins important. Passionate about BCSC + AML “welcoming + 
warm – need space - wants to grow with Brit and grow old here. Beading etc 

19. Spencer – “surprise” 
20. John Lamaistre, BCSC Planning + Dev, been using Brit since it opened, tennis, hockey coach, 

swimmer, weight room, library, meetings 
21. Anonymous 
22. Anonymous 
23. Linda Morrow, 55+ Volunteer, Elementary School 
24. Anne Prince, Aboriginal Elder 
 
Opening 
Vera Jones, Nisga’a Elder, welcome and opening prayer 
 
Project Presentation 

o Community guided project – setting Vision in place – 30-year journey, and Partner 
driven 

o Demographics support need for senior’s centre 
o Chris + Nancy both attended the 3 Speaker Series – being close to the earth important 

aspect for new. Madeline – indigenous design learning 
o Speaker series is about community dialogue  

 
Britannia Today 
Britannia Words 

o Open 
o Love 
o Inclusive 
o Kind 
o Heart of community 
o Welcoming 
o Arts, culture + 

crafts 
o Growth 
o Friendly 
o Life Journey 
o Learning 
o Gracious 
o Surprise 

 
What do you love?  

o Seniors centre keeps people independent, since our minds are active 



o For learning new things. Ignited my 
sense of lifelong learning.  

o Being able to get together at a 
moment’s notice 

o Community feeling 
o Easy to get together 
o Welcoming, caring, friendly 
o It is “THE PLACE” to come! 
o Love the kindness, diversity, good 

conversation, coziness, the spirit 
o I love that Britannia is teaching me 

about my culture 
o So many services in a small area, serve whole family 
o Diversity 
o Range of activities- gym, hockey, library 
o Openness to change 
o Sense of community for all 
o The spaciousness of the grounds 

 
What are the barriers to use? 

o Naming for aboriginal peoples 
o Space – lack of 
o Seniors space is shabby 
o Transportation 
o Translate – need many languages 
o Name? 
o Staff and jobs 
o Seniors space and programming isn’t well enough advertised (unless you already know 

about it, you don’t know about it!) 
o Senior room – distracting, windows – cant control light 
o The ramp is difficult to navigate 
o Not enough parking for scooters and walkers 
o Too fragmented, have to go outside from library to gym to get information 
o Ageism 

 
Britannia Tomorrow 
Vision for Britannia 

o A place to keep your mind active, always working on new projects 
o Support independence for seniors (more space for seniors) 
o The value of shared knowledge 
o Recognition of the value of seniors and elders – contribution to building a healthy 

community – many still work - 900 years of work contribution – 600 years of wisdom 



o Aboriginal and elders more involved – lift up aboriginal community, incorporate 
indigenous art 

o Incorporate reconciliation and teaching of aboriginal history and values 
o Seniors rec/gym facility 
o Senior centre – showers as part of senior care, foot care, health care hub services 

(massage, dental, hair dressers) 
o A place where its feels like “ours” – not afraid to use the space 
o Dedicated seniors space, seniors need a home where they feel comfortable, and can go 

forth and explore from there 
o Durable, hardy (want to be able to hand stuff on the walls without feeling bad) 
o The size is not alienating – cozy and comfortable (smaller, no lofty ceilings) 
o Kitchen table + kind space – access to food 
o Kitchen that people can work in – quality kitchen (hub) 
o Lunches very important – kitchen table 
o Exercise space for Seniors – lots of storage for equipment 
o Human-scale important – space slows you down 
o Name it “the village of elders and seniors” 
o Space to take pride in 
o Ability to host Potlatching and PowWows 
o Natural materials 
o Cedar is really important 
o Idea: Incorporate some of the wood from the current seniors centre (beautiful ceilings), 

and a plaque that tells the story of continuity (could go all the way back to the cedar 
being used by FN) 

o Better meeting space 
o Need proper theatre- projector/ screen, good sight lines 
o Accessible/handicapped parking close by scooters, binner carts, cars, walkers, cane 

storage – electric charging 
o Multi-purpose + clean room 
o Light Therapy (especially in winter – and with climate change (wetter winters)) 
o Space to support people with hearing issues – safe space  
o More staff trained to work with seniors 
o Casual meeting space 
o small enclaves for private/ 

intimate conversation 
o A place where people can drop by 

and have a coffee, outside of 
actual programming 

o Collocate most services together 
o Outdoor patio 
o Fireplace 
o Openness to change – flexibility to 

reflect changing needs of seniors  



o Place to go for healing 
o Ability to share (knowledge, history, meals) 
o Whenever something new is happening there is 

downsizing – look after staff for Seniors and Elders 
o Address where seniors can be accommodated during 

construction 
o Fitness Centre has code of ethics 
o Access to shower facilities – for seniors  
o Thriving social enterprises – a BNB or dorms for 

college students. Social housing with social 
enterprises to do the contract work in them (e.g. 
cleaning building management) 

o Value for possible employment opportunities for 
seniors; economic value of seniors historically; 
wisdom, contribution of wisdom 

o Bike lanes on commercial drive  
o better ramp access to all facilities 
o Multi-lingual signage and advertising for programming/directions 

 
How to make Britannia more welcoming and friendly to aboriginal? 

o Naming 
o Cultural program – share culture 
o Art + mural – totem poles inside UBC 
o Carving 
o Healing – cedar wood, not chrome and glass 
o Pictures 
o Sweat lodges and mini long house 
o Small table for smudging – special room (note potential allergies) 
o Eagle feather 
o Story telling space – reconciliation 
o Living legends 
o People open, welcoming and friendly 
o Users treat culture with respect 

 
Britannia Renewal – going forward 
How would you like to stay engaged? 

o Engaging different languages - Latin American community outreach, Chinese seniors, 
Italian, Portuguese, Syrian 

o Grassroots voice in Brit 55 Committee – active 
o Do door- to- door, getting people involved, or finding out why there are barriers 
o Transportation to engagements 
o Senior programming during construction 



 
NOTES: 

o New west food bank hub – hairdressing, dentist,  
o 411 Seniors Centre embarking on design of new facility 
o Al Mattison was Commercial Drive business man – part of original planning and reno in 

the 80’s 
 
Closing 
Cynthia Low 
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WORKSHOP	SUMMARY	
	 	
	

Britannia	Master	Planning		
Britannia	Community	Services	Centre	(BCSC)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Program	Verification	Workshop	–	Early	Child	Development	 	 16	May	2017	
	 	 	 	 11:00am	–	1:00	pm	
	 	 	 	
Invitees:	 	
Matthew	Halverson,	Project	Manager,	REFM	-	FP	
Robyn	Newton,	CoV	CS	Social	
Monica	Howard,	ACFSS	FSW	Team	Leader	
Mary	Johnston,	Eastside	Family	Place	Society	
Freya	Kristensen,	Britannia	Board	of	Management	
Ellen	Dacamana,	Britannia	CC	Arts	+	Culture	Programmer	
Lori	Moreto,	Britannia	CC	Sport	+	Fitness	Programmer	
Wade	Forbes,	Britannia	CC	
Beatrice	Feza,	CAPC	
Gaye	Ferguson,	Eastside	Family	Place	Society	
Jean	Rasmussen,	Canucks	Family	Education	Centre	
Yukiko	Tosa,	Britannia	Public	Library	
Erin	Grant,	Britannia	YM	

Lara	Ng,	SFU	
Mary	Battle,	Kiwassa	Neighborhood	House	
Iosafina	Para,	Kiwassa	Neighborhood	House	+	Northeast	
Vancouver	Early	Years	Centre	
Yao	Zhang,	Britannia	Volunteer	Coordinator	
Alejandra	Uribe,	Britannia	GW	Childcare	Centre	
Kate	Hodgson,	Ray-Cam	Cooperative	Centre	
Robbi	Wilson,	Program	Director	of	Vancouver	Aboriginal	
Friendship	Centre	
	
CONSULTANT	TEAM:	
Jennifer	Marshall,	Urban	Arts	Architecture	
Ouri	Scott,	Urban	Arts	Architecture	

	 	 	 	

1. Introduction:	 	 	 	
1. Roundtable	introductions	
2. Goal	of	Program	Verification	–	To	understand	issues	in	childcare	in	a	community	framed	discussion	

and	hear	back	about	how	Britannia	can	offer	family	supports	
3. Structure	of	this	session	

a. City	Wide	Policy	+	Strategies	framing	of	Britannia	
b. Staff	+	Stakeholder	analysis	of	future	program	needs	
c. Discussion	–	participants	providing	insight	to	support	programming	decisions	
	

2. Key	City	Wide	Policies,	Strategies	and	Trends:		 		
1. Identify	key	policies	and	strategies	relevant	to	Britannia.	
2. Define	Early	Child	Development,	Family	Support	and	Out	of	School	Care	parameters.	 	
3. 	Present	current	facilities	and	trends.	

	
Early	Learning	and	Child	Development	Services	are	wide	ranging	beyond	childcare	(physical	literacy,	
arts	and	cultural	education,	family	support)	

	
City	Policy	Context:	
1. Part	of	Healthy	City	Strategy	

GOOD	START	GOALS:	
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o Increase	school	readiness	(EDI	(early	developmental	index)	from	65%	to	85%)	
o Increase	belonging,	safety	
o Promote	social	connections	
o Increase	physical	activity	

2. GW	Community	Plan	
	

Neighbourhood	Context:	
Northeast	region	of	Vancouver	–	Strathcona,	Hastings-Sunrise,	Grandview	Woodlands:	

o Poverty	Rate	–	improving	but	below	city	average	–	measure	of	vulnerability	
i. 21%	in	neighbourhood	
ii. 1	in	4	living	in	low	income	
iii. Urban	indigenous	–	50%	
iv. Indigenous	children	–	3	in	5	

o School	Readiness	is	1	in	3	–	meets	city	rate	–	increase	in	communication	skills,	drop	in	social	
emotional	skills	

What	makes	this	area	unique?	
1. Families	are	more	likely	to	meet	challenges	35%	child	vulnerability	
2. More	indigenous	people	9%	
3. Indigenous	population	are	younger		
4. Need	for	culturally	appropriate	childcare	facilities	
5. Uptick	in	child	population	(12	and	under)	recently	11%	
6. Childcare	shortfall	–	1277	spaces	
7. Out	of	School	Care	shortfall	–	1000	spaces	

	
Childcare	Policies:	
o Colocate		
o Child	care	ages	0	–	4	
o Expecting	child	population	to	increase	due	to	GW	community	plan		
Unique	to	GW	context:	
o Partner	with	FN,		
o Work	with	local	service	providers	
o Promote	affordability	

	
Britannia	Renewal	Opportunities:	
2	–	69	childcare	spaces	
1	–	30	out	of	school	care	spaces	

	
Out	of	School	Care:	
o Look	for	opportunity	in	existing	schools	etc..	
o Funding	–	provide	a	grant	to	school	and	non-profit	to	provide	upgrades	to	existing	space	
o Challenge	with	families	not	being	eligible	for	subsidies	
o Types	of	Play	–	fantasy,	active,	nature		
o Limited	daytime	spaces	for	child	program	access	–	amount,	size	and	quality	
o Catch	22	in	access–	Families	who	can	afford	care	get	it	but	families	that	don’t,	don’t	–	many	

aboriginal	families	cant	afford	care	
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3. Program	Verification	Questions	
	 There	are	two	69	space	Childcare	Centres	and	one	30	space	Out	of	School	Care	facility	tentatively	

planned	for	the	renewed	Britannia.	While	the	programming	for	these	is	generally	quite	proscribed,	
participants	are	requested	to	provide	ideas	to	tailor	the	facilities	to	the	Britannia	context.	

	 Brainstormed	as	a	group:	
1. What	distinguishes	the	Britannia	context	for	Early	Child	Development?	

o No	daytime	programming	
o Space	for	children	and	families	
o Destination	–	specialized	program,	diverse	from	33	countries	
o Community	–	rich	multicultural,	new	comers	
o Space	limited	–	amount	size,	quality	
o Limited	unused	space	during	the	day	
o Britannia	model	
o Diversity	of	users	–	aboriginal	users	are	not	present	
o Feel	community	
o Connection	–	interconnected	programs	and	space	
o People,	partners	and	corporate	
o Decreased	food	connection	–	schools	
o Need	more	communication	

	
2. What	is	important	to	families	at	Britannia?	

o Connection	to	elders	–	aboriginal	context	
	

3. Are	there	Early	Child	Development	programs	or	services	not	covered	by	these	facilities?	
o Meeting	space	to	access	services	and	programs	
o Parents	are	isolated		
o Britannia	–	a	victim	of	own	success	–	popular	but	not	enough	space	
o Partnerships	with	friendship	center	–	friendship	center	closed	daycare	but	has	family	place	
o Rec	and	sports	programs	expensive	
o Most	vulnerable	cannot	afford	childcare	and	do	sports	
o Partnerships	can	be	expanded	in	N.E.	Vancouver	region	
o School	partnerships	
o Being	a	hub	is	important	to	reduce	transportation	cost	and	time	
o Need	more	space	
o Not	enough	stroller	parking	
o Need	a	welcoming	pathway	for	strollers	with	wayfinding	system	
o Multipurpose	space	–	children’s	space	needs	to	be	stable	
o Multipurpose	space	key	to	minimize	labour	–	example:	screens	not	cupboards	

	
Participants	broke	out	into	smaller	groups	to	explore:	
1. What	is	your	vision	for	renewed	Child	Development	at	Britannia?	

o Child	and	Family	Development	Centre	
o Inclusive	–	welcome	+	less	barriers	to	access	space	+	programs	
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o Physical	inclusion	–	sports	space		
o Physical	development	-	Physical	literacy	space,	need	for	affordability,	thresholds	too	high	
o Gymnastics	–	Gym	space	can	be	shared	during	the	day,	need	gymnastic	program		
o Meeting	Place	to	access	programs	and	resources	
o Parents	are	isolated	–	Brit	is	a	place	to	bring	people	together	
o Better	bridge	
o Need	for	more	intergenerational	interaction	–	overlapping	programs	
o Families	don’t	have	anywhere	to	go	between	or	after	programs	to	hang	out	–	parents	need	

somewhere	to	hangout	when	children	are	in	program		
o Family	Friendly	Kitchen	–	place	to	go	to	eat	lunch	(lounge,	kitchen,	cafeteria,	etc)	
o Community	Kitchen	-	commercial		
o On	site	food	vendor	–	start-up	or	social	enterprise,	partnership	with	school	
o Need	more	washrooms	and	more	accessible	(physical	and	available),	nursing	room,	changing	

babies,	breastfeeding,	etc	
o Need	more	wheelchair	access	
o Need	for	more	wild	space	–	true	nature	space	for	play	
o Cultural	spaces	smudging,	calming	space,	quiet	space	
o Wayfinding	–	easily	shared	info	programming	-	active	notice	board	
o Great	opportunity	to	reflect	FN	culture	–	Native	Housing	Centre	example	
o Community	Living	Room	(a	place	for	families	to	hang	out	or	wait)	with	adjacencies	of	Youth	

Centre,	Senior	Centre,	Childcare	Spaces,	Community	Kitchen,	Family	Place	
o Cultural	Expression	to	be	reflect	diversity	of	the	community	
o Shared	spaces	–	need	to	have	larger	and	smaller	multi-purpose	(with	great	storage)	
o Counselling	space	(soft	meeting)	
o Roof	top	places	–	garden,	track,	view,	community	gardens	
o Event	spaces,	running	track,	etc	
o Art/music	classes	for	the	day	
o Child-minding	space	to	support	families	
o More	green,	less	concrete		
o Natural	playgrounds,	wild	nature	on	site	–	natural	habitat	(shrubs,	trees	–	less	behaviour	

issues,	less	accidents,	calmer	kids,	play	for	longer	periods	of	time)	
o Need	for	consolidated	outdoor	space	
o Incorporate	water	
o Staffing	and	wayfinding	to	help	people	navigate	
o Childcare	centre	-	part	of	hub		-	out	of	school	care	and	summer	–	can	take	kids	swimming	
o Broader	child	development	
o Eastside	family	place	–	registered	program	is	underused		
o Early	years	centres	–	more	coordinated,	need	to	fill	gaps	
o Need	big	calendar	to	display	what	is	happening,	big	sign,	useful	for	programs		
o Relaxing	dim	lighting	–	calms	kids	in	the	daycare	
o More	intergenerational	-	partner	seniors	with	youth	+	children	
o Vancouver	Native	Housing	–	reflective	design	
o Sweat	lodge	
o Incorporate	water	–	water	park	
o Beautiful	unique	play	space	
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o Counselling	space	
o Family	space	is	stand	alone	
o Walk	ability	is	key	
o Physical	Integration	

(There	is	a	lot	of	collaboration	going	on	now	between	the	groups	on	the	site;	the	physical	
building	should	support	that)	

o Lots	of	lockable	storage	
o Multi-purpose	shared	spaces	of	various	sizes	
o High	quality,	durable	finishes	(reduce	wear	and	tear)	
o Promote	sharing	of	spaces	(e.g.	preteen	room	could	also	house	art/music	classes)	
o Incorporate	Indigenous	design	(elements	of	air,	fire,	water	and	earth)	
o Reflect	diversity	(welcoming	to	all	people)	
o Shared	outdoor	space(instead	of	lots	of	little	spaces)-	some	in	“natural	state”	
o Place	for	outdoor	festivals	
o Expansion	of	water	park	
o Large	multipurpose	room	with	large	windows	on	top	floor	to	take	advantage	of	views		
o Roof	could	include	gardens,	playgrounds,	running	track	
o Some	covered	outdoor	area	for	wet	days	
o Wayfinding	–	not	just	signage	
o Places	to	just	“hang	out”	–	promote	incidental	contact.	E.g.	couches,	fireplace,	internet	

access	and	a	book	and	game	sharing	“library”	
o Small	food	service	(coffee,	snacks)	run	as	a	social	enterprise	–	e.g.	hire	people	with	

developmental	delays	
o A	“navigator”	in	the	reception	area	to	direct	people	to	the	services	that	are	in	the	building.	

(Ideally	have	some	front	line	staff	who	are	aboriginal	and/or	ethnic	minorities	to	make	
everyone	feel	welcome)	

o Art	in	building	should	reflect	diversity	(ethnicity,	ability,	age)	
o Include	“wrap	around”	services	for	families	here	(one	stop)	
o Could	rotate	in	shared	office	and	clinic	space:	include	well	baby	clinics,	dental	clinics,	family	

counselling,	teen	health	clinic		
o Promote	relationship	to	the	REACH	Centre	

	
2. What	spaces	are	needed	to	support	this	future	vision?	

i. Indoor	
o Need	for	un-programmed	spaces	–	indoor	and	outdoor	
o Community	Kitchen	
o Shared	space	based	on	function/common	uses/age	groups	
o Needs	to	reflect	a	sense	of	universality	-	welcoming	all	

ii. Outdoor	
o Need	covered	outdoor	spaces		
o Open	community	space	–	ex:	Douglas	College	has	open	commons	with	trees	and	

lots	of	light	with	big	open	steps	
	

3. 	How	can	these	facilities	benefit	from	colocation?	
o Shared	space	–	storage,	office	space	for	organizations,	incidental	contacts	space	
o Consider	adjacencies	–	seniors	and	youth	together	
o Building	on	Strong	Start	model	
o Creation	spaces	for	artists	and	crafts	people	–	activating	centre	



MEETING NOTES 

May 16th -  Teen Centre 

Teen Advisory Group  

What facilities do you use? 
• Library
• Skating rink (gym class)
• Swimming pool (a bit)
• Fitness centre

What do you like about Britannia? 
• One of the only integrated communities in North America.
• Brit should be a model.

o Creates a community, mix of seniors and youth.
o Get experience (seniors) plus new technology (youth).
o More understanding and more diverse and multi-culture.
o The community feeling shows in the social interactions, the way we address each

other by first names, it’s a close community.  Even if some stranger walks by.
• Library, is visible.
• Computers

What makes you come out? 
• Food

What would make your friends come out? 
• Some youth come here from far away for ecofriendly programs (EYA, Soros program).

What kinds of activities would you like to see here? 
• Photography is huge.

o Digital cameras, tripods, teach filters and black & white
• Ceramics
• Create art community where artists are co-located and teaching each other.
• Software. Way of teaching people to teach them how to use it. Give teens volunteer

hours to teach.



What kinds of labs/computers/tools/resources/ things that you can’t afford, but you would use 
if Britannia owned one?  

• 3D PRINTER. 
• Video equipment 
• Technology is exponentially growing 
• Fast internet, our internet is shared so it slows it down.  
o Video games 

o Before I would always go to Central library to borrow DS chips Arcades 
o Multibillion dollar industry 

o E sports 
o Competitiveness   

 
What should the layout be?  

• Connecting two buildings together  
• Some new buildings are empty, But Britannia is full.  
• Kitchens together.  
• Seniors centre borrows things from teen centre etc. Combined spaces would be good. 

 
 
 







SPEAKER SERIES 

The Britannia Renewal Speaker Series features passionate visionaries speaking about the exciting issues 
and topics that inform the Britannia Renewal. The Speakers Series provides an opportunity to explore, 
discuss and learn about renewal opportunities and precedents from other places and how they could be 
considered for Britannia Renewal. Seven talks are scheduled through to the end of May.  

DESIGNING SAFE SPACES 

On May 23, speakers Harlan Pruden - 2S Consultant, 
Dora Ng - Trans and Gender Variant Inclusion, and 
Christine O’Fallon – Women’s Safety, addressed the 
question: How can the Britannia Renewal project 
incorporate the impact of gender identity, safety, 
and social inclusion in public space design?   

Following the three speakers, Harlan Pruden led a 
weaving exercise and group discussion. The notes 
below are from this discussion. 

What makes a safe and inclusive space? How can we make Britannia safe and inclusive? 
• Open
• Good lighting – warm, not fluorescent
• Universal access and design, but not just for bathrooms.
• It makes things better for everyone (e.g. people with    backpacks, people with strollers,

people carrying heavy things)
• Accessible corridor and parking
• Please don’t have a big corridor like there is now (outside)



• Open spaces and visibility  
• Consideration of the need for tension between open 

space and the need for privacy 
• If it is too open, where will kids go to get privacy 

(smoke up, feel secluded?) 
• Cozy space – places to gather and socialize 
• Warm colours 
• Art 
• Wood, earthy  
• Spaces that don’t look industrial  
• Rounded corners (doesn’t feel harsh)  
• Natural light 
• Not austerity, a gold fish bowl, overlit 
• Control of sound – for people sensitive to noise e.g., 

with migraines, concussion, on the autistic spectrum 
• Consideration of the conflict between accessibility, privacy and safety  
• Think about how to use technology to make it safe (like the blue safety buttons at UBC)  
• Have private spaces, but within ‘yelling’ distance of people 
• Have middle ground people- security officers present but not policing 
• Naming of spaces (colonial names don’t encourage feelings of safety) gender diverse, 

culturally diverse naming of spaces 
• Use wording/signs to show that it is safe 
• Mindful of iconography and symbolism in spaces, for example flags can be a colonial 

definition of what a space is and who it belongs to   
• Quality, colour and choice of light 
• Variety of activities – not just commercial space, not just space you need to pay for, but 

space welcome to all people   
• Robust and durable and not too pretty 
• A little bit grimy is good 
• Wooded areas, but not on thoroughfares; the fastest routes should be the safest routes; 

private spaces can be out of the way  
• Solid furniture so people can get up and down without breaking it or worrying about 

breaking it 
• Accessible furniture 
• A place to scream – let out frustrations  
• Safe but wild space 
• Diversity of spaces – open spaces and private spaces 
• A place to do nothing (like Napier plaza), but sheltered from the weather 
• Shelter for different kinds of weather 



• Outside lounge  
• Indoor/outdoor aspects 
• Spaces where people do not to have to legitimize why they are there 
• Places to nap – inside and outside 
• Example of privacy pods in libraries  
• Landscaping that isn’t manicured 

Thoughts on gender neutral change rooms/bathrooms 
• There are exceptions to the preference of transgender people for gender neutral 

bathrooms- one example of a trans individual who prefers gendered bathrooms 
• Concerns over conflicts in use of space 
• Open showers – some people like them, some don’t. Some people like the privacy.  
• Important to meet a variety of needs in the space, for example swimming time for Muslim 

women (example from Toronto where a curtain is pulled so they can swim in privacy 
• Gendered areas – some people really like them, because it means they can escape 

unwanted attention.  
• Issue of safety for women, for example, experiencing harassment in the pool and then 

feeling relieved to be able to go to the women’s change room knowing it is a safe space 
• Naked space – as a society we don’t have much naked space. Important to see a variety of 

bodies, for kids to know that nudity is OK. If we move to universal change rooms, are we 
willing to give up naked space?  

 

 
 



MEETING NOTES 

Seniors Knitting Group -  Wednesday, May 24th -  AML Seniors Centre 

• More Storage

• Better Kitchen
o More than one
o Industrial
o If you have Seniors meals every day (adult day program) you’ll need a good one.

 See Mount Pleasant Neighbourhood House (twice a week) and Cedar
Cottage (Adult Day Program).

o Proper dishwasher(s)
o Garden nearby
o Good space to share meals
o Could feed more people with more space

• Don’t do teen and seniors programming at the same time, that’s what they do at Trout
Lake and it doesn’t work.

o Teen like to be able to act at in a serving role (serving food, helping out).
 Youth don’t want seniors to use their space
 Being independent, doing something.
 At Trout Lake youth use space after 4.
 Depends on cultural makeup/demographics of the site.
 Trout Lake - a lot of young families, range of activities for the, but at

Britannia there’s not much for tots

• Quiet Space
• Seniors book club used to use the seniors lounge, but it got too noisy with more

programming. Then we moved to the computer room and now we’re using the
library.

• More Programs like Healthy Living



• Healthy eating/living program, garden and cook meals. Linked with Cedar Cottage.  
 

• Good furniture 
 

• Good lighting for crafts. 
 

• Room to do reiki.  
 

• Temperature of Rooms is important 
o Warm: healing art forms (yoga, reiki, nurse, back treatment, meditation)  
o Cool: cooking, exercise 

 
• Movie/presentation venue  

o Sunday night movies, well attended all ages, in 55+ Centre.  
o Room that can be darkened 
o Must not have to set up the projector & other technology. 
o Seniors get a lot of presentations on dementia, blood pressure, etc. need a good 

venue.  
 

• Handicap parking should be expanded.  
 

• More than one activity at once should be able to happen in a space without space or 
sound constraints.  

 
• Lots of people with brain injuries, here. Designed should reflect their needs  

 
• People are attending the Seniors Centre as a day program. They get the handy dart, 

even if they don’t particularly feel like doing programs that day, they still come in 
because otherwise they’re very lonely.  

 
• Knitters were in 55+ 4 years ago, then elders came, the knitters moved to Info Centre, 

but it was too cold and not a good atmosphere.  
 

• It good that at the 55+ centre the washrooms are close. At other places you have to go 
downstairs, walk far (skating). Nice clean room.  

 
• Would be good to have a lounge space where there aren’t activities. A quiet space for 

people with brain injuries, homey for people who just want to get out of their house, 
isolation, health.   

 
• Room with good ventilation for smudging 

o Sacred space 



o Some seniors have to leave 55+ Centre when people smudge because they can’t 
breathe. 

 



WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Britannia Master Planning  
Britannia Community Services Centre (BCSC)

Program Verification Workshop - Public Realm May 25, 2017 
6:00 – 9:00 pm

Attendees:

WORKSHOP PROCESS 

Jennifer Marshall of Urban Arts provided introductions and a brief overview of the project background, objectives and 
context.  Katy Amon and Paul Krueger then presented key City and VPB policies and strategies that shape the context of 
the Britannia Renewal project, including an overview of the Grandview-Woodland community plan, and extracts from the 
‘People Parks and Dogs’ strategy presented by Erin Embly of the Park Board, who noted that Grandview Woodlands was 
identified as an underserved neighbourhood for dog off-leash areas.  Erin also presented highlights of the recreational 
facilities master plan, noting that the Park Board is reviewing track facilities across the city, and that there is no specified 
criteria for the future of the Britannia track at this time.  

Jeff Cutler of Space2place then presented an overview of the workshop structure and goals, which was followed by 
detailed facilitated discussions, working in four smaller groups.  Participants were asked to map a ‘Day in the Life’ and 
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STAFF + STAKEHOLDERS: 
Paul Krueger, CoV Planning 

Jim Mechino, VSB 

Katy Amon, VPB 

Jaine Priest, VPB 

Sean Healy, VPB 
Bruce MacWilliam, VPB 
Darren Peterson, VPB 
Ian Broadbent, VPB 
Paul Czene, VPB 
Erin Embly, VPB 
Mawi Bagon, BCSC Pool + Fitness Programmer 
Lindsay Grant, BCSC Community Engagement 
Susy Bando, BCSC 

PARTNERS SUB-COMMITTEE    
Matthew Halverson, Project Manager, REFM - FP 

CONSULTANT TEAM: 
Jeff Cutler,  space2place 
Rachel Bedet,  space2place 
Jennifer Marshall, Urban Arts Architecture 

Christopher Dalton, BCSC 
Pool+Fitness+Planning+Development Committees  

Jay Aikenhead, BCSC Rink Committee 
Jan Coyle, BCSC Fitness Centre 
Jaiden Simmons, BCSC 
Norm Leech, Vancouver Aboriginal Community Policing 
Yao Zhang, BCSC 
Rosalind Breckner, BCSC Fitness Centre Committee 
Leanne Smith, Community Member 
Shannon Ellis, BCSC Rink Staff



‘Year in the Life’ at Britannia, to track the rhythms of activity over the course of the day and year.  Each smaller group 
then reported back to the whole prior to a short break (see Figures 1, 2 and 3 below for a summary of responses). 

Working again in four smaller groups, detailed facilitated discussions focused on the following three questions: “What do 
you LOVE about Britannia?”, “What would you CHANGE about Britannia?” and “What would you like to SEE and DO 
here?”.  Each smaller group then reported back to the whole.  The session ended with a review of next steps, an 
invitation to add further input at the B-LAB, and thanks to the participants and hosts.  

SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP FINDINGS 

Identifying current challenges in Britannia’s public realm: 

Many of the key challenges identified relate to SITE SAFETY:  Blocked sightlines, poor lighting, difficult 
wayfinding and solid walls blocking views into and out of the buildings all contribute to a feeling that the 
site is not very safe.  Challenges with access were also addressed, and the lack of green space was 
highlighted. 

Envisioning the future of Britannia’s public realm: 

Key themes among the ideas generated were ecology, urban agriculture, arts and culture, play and 
community gathering. Themes relating to overall site design emerged, with a focus on spaces with strong 
indoor / outdoor connections, including clear sightlines into and out of buildings, and spaces to allow 
indoor activities to spill out into adjacent outdoor spaces.  Several participants highlighted a need for a 
large plaza (to accommodate at least 1000 people) for performances and events, coupled with a need for 
smaller social spaces that support conversation and hanging out.  An oasis-type space was envisioned by 
many, featuring lots of trees, spaces for growing food, and using water to increase biodiversity and 
educational opportunities while responding to our wet climate.  One group envisioned “meaningful, 
intentional outdoor spaces”, which speaks to the high quality of public realm envisioned for Britannia.  

STRENGTHENING INDOOR / OUTDOOR RELATIONSHIPS 
All 3 groups generated ideas about strengthening indoor/ outdoor connections, such as making indoor 
activities visible from the outside, and having indoor programs spill out into adjacent outdoor spaces.  

IMPROVED CONNECTIVITY 
All 3 groups identified the importance of improving wayfinding and connections within the site, as well as 
strengthening relationships between the site and its surroundings, particularly Commercial Drive.  

INTEGRATING NATURE 
All 3 groups envisioned integrating natural elements such as trees, water, and habitat areas into the 
Britannia site. 

Additional themes that emerged among two of the three groups included: 
• Community cultural spaces, to create and showcase art
• Outdoor eating spaces
• Outdoor hangout spaces
• Rooftop spaces (for urban agriculture and social gathering)
• Views
• Storage

SUMMARY OF MAPPING FINDINGS 

Participants worked in small groups to map out the public realm activities, using the framework of a ‘Day in the Life’ and 
a ‘Year in the Life’ to identify daily and seasonal patterns of use.  Their input, together with input collected at the May 27 
Public Realm workshop, was compiled into a graphic (see Figures 1, 2 and 3 at the end of this document).
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DETAILED WORKSHOP FINDINGS 

The following is a summary of the challenges of Britannia’s public realm, as identified by participants: 

• Very little programmable space (no access to school space during school hours)
• Plaza is not green space
• Needs fields, green space, casual space, conversation space
• Outdoor stage underused due to location
• Tennis courts in poor condition
• Wayfinding problems and lack of sightlines
• Lack of access for delivery services
• Doesn’t feel very safe
• Poor lighting
• Poor relationship between inside and outside (solid walls) contributes to feeling unsafe
• Indoor activities aren’t visible from the outside 

The following is a detailed inventory of the ideas generated for what people would like to SEE and DO here:  
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Ecology 
• Water channels, precedent: Freiburg, Germany
• Incorporate nature: wild water, rain-friendly spaces
• Lots more trees
• Oasis for community on site
• Daylighting creek
• Waterway (where parking is)
• Pond / wetland area for biodiversity and education
• Gardens for teaching
• Canopy of trees (planted by community members?)

Urban Agriculture / Food 
• Food trucks
• Rooftop: Urban Agriculture, gathering
• Farm / garden education
• Outdoor oven

Art and Culture 
• Community showcase for art
• Amphitheater
• Outdoor public art displays and murals
• Sweat lodge or space for sweat lodge
• Firepit for ceremony
• Open spaces for community creation

Play and Sports 
• Playground connected to a main indoor hangout space
• Play equipment for adults (eg. table tennis, bouldering)
• Bike loop for learning to ride
• Playful details, engaging elements
• Outdoor pool
• Walking track (non-competitive)
• Provide high quality outdoor recreation space

(e.g.synthetic fields to increase play, track highly valued
for exercise, lit at night, tennis)

Sightlines, Views and Circulation 
• Capture views (to mountains)
• Create strong inside / outside connectivity
• Improve visibility from inside to outside
• Site-wide loop
• Maintain Napier plaza at primary entry - reinforce with First

Nations structure to announce the entry
• Create connection to commercial
• Opportunities to connect to areas outside the site (e.g. REACH

health facility)
• Sheltered connections
• Flexible indoor-outdoor spaces
• Safety: improved sightlines, silent alarms, lighting)
• Improve visual connections to Commercial Drive

Social Spaces 
• Creating a central gathering space - a clear HEART for the site
• Creating spaces for “hanging around”
• Handscape Plaza (+ 1000 people 3 - 5x / year)
• Need larger plaza, e.g for larger performances
• Spaces for people to connect, relax, hang out
• Outdoor bar on top of ice rink

Programming 
• Multiple outdoor living rooms, connected to program areas to

allow activity to spill out 
• Improve expandability
• Need storage
• Free space 24/7 (unprogrammed)
• Bike storage (including lockers)
• Retractable roof
• Provide buffer around elementary school
• Indoor/outdoor meeting spaces with streetfront / parkfront
• Community bulletin space
• Leave space for community ideas to grow
• Allow people to own their ideas (e.g. planting trees, water

feature planned and built by the community)
• Plan for modification over time
• Lockers for carts
• Shelter



MAPPING DAILY AND YEARLY PUBLIC REALM ACTIVITIES 

Working in small groups, workshop participants were asked to map out Public Realm activities in a typical ‘Day in the 
Life’ and ‘Year in the Life’ at Britannia.  The following three figures have been compiled by space2place, based on input 
gathered in the May 25 and May 27 Public Realm workshops. 
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MEETING NOTES
	

Britannia Master Planning  
Britannia Community Services Centre (BCSC)   
     
Spaces and Places Workshop - Public Realm  May 27, 2017 
    12:00 – 3:00 pm
	 	 	
Attendees:

	 	 	

WORKSHOP PROCESS 

Jeff Cutler began with introductions and overview to the workshop, and presented several precedent images of 
successful public realms with the following themes: Nature in the City, Play, Gathering, Connector Spaces, Recreation, 
Creative and Events.  He then asked participants to draw a map of Britannia, and to identify where they feet the heart of 
it is.  Participants then wrote responses to the three questions “What do you LOVE about Britannia, What do you want to 
CHANGE about Britannia and What would you like to SEE and DO here?.”  Participants then divided into smaller groups 
to map out a ‘Day in the Life at Britannia’ and ‘Year in the Life at Britannia’ to help identify daily and seasonal pattern of 
use in the public realm (see Figures 1, 2 and 3, below).  Then they worked in small group to brainstorm ideas for what 
they would like Britannia’s public realm to be like in the future.  Each small group then presented an overview of their 
group’s ideas to the larger whole.  The session ended with a review of next steps, an invitation to add further input at the 
B-LAB, and thanks to the participants and hosts. 
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PARTICIPANTS: 
Susanne Dahlin 
Jim Lemaistre 
Annie Danilko 
Lindsay Grant 
Peter Odynsky 
Ian Marcuse 
Chris Dahlton 
Nancy Strider 
Brook Oxley 
Linh 
Monica Dare 
Anne Der 
David Parent 
Victoria Martinez 
Mike Byisma 
Patricia Gamboa 
Penny Street 
Barb Cameron 
Danais Year Guerra 
Stelle Stojcic + family

PARTNERS SUB-COMMITTEE     
Matthew Halverson, Project Manager, REFM - FP 
  
CONSULTANT TEAM: 
Jeff Cutler,  space2place 
Lindsay Jung,  space2place 
Neda Roohnia,  space2place 
Jennifer Marshall, Urban Arts Architecture 



SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP FINDINGS 

Identifying what people love about Britannia’s public realm:   
  

Diversity and Community were the two themes that clearly emerged from participant responses.  People 
love the diversity of activities, programs and spaces at Britannia, and the sense of community cultivated here.  

Envisioning the future of Britannia’s public realm:   
  

Key themes among the ideas generated were cultural spaces, integrating nature, and community food 
production: 

CULTURAL SPACES 
There were 16 mentions of cultural spaces including 8 mentions of performance and rehearsal spaces, 
including arts-focused learning spaces, 4 mentions of larger plaza space to host events, and 4 mentions of 
integrating First Nations art and design into the public realm.   
  

INTEGRATING NATURE 
There were 19 mentions of green space, including 9 mentions of gardens (4 of which specifically envision 
rooftop gardens), 6 mentions of green space that fosters ecology, such as bee habitat, and 4 mentions of 
natural water features.  

FOOD 
There were 10 mentions of food, including 3 mentions of large, commercial, community kitchens, 3 mentions 
of food gardens, 2 mentions of banquet facilities, and 2 mentions of outdoor cooking areas, like a pizza 
oven or BBQ pit.  

When invited to envision Britannia’s future public realm, many participants generated Ideas that relate to the spatial 
organization of the site, and it is clear that a diversity of spaces is desired.  Ideas included having a place to host big 
events and crowds, a large atrium where events could be hosted, and a community gathering space to support 
emergency preparedness.  In addition, participants value the many smaller gathering spaces that Britannia currently 
offers.  Mobility was emphasized by one participant, and a green corridor was envisioned by another.  In addition, the 
need for parking for a broad range of vehicles was highlighted: motor vehicles, scooters, bikes, strollers and carts used 
by homeless people.  As dog walking is a daily activity on the site, an idea for pet-free spaces was also presented.  
  
In addition, participants presented ideas that relate to the programming of the space.  Participants clearly value 
Britannia’s current diversity of programming and its inclusivity, including financial accessibility.  Responses underscore a 
desire for spaces that support arts and culture, such as rehearsal spaces, outdoor performance areas, graffiti walls, and 
creative commons areas.  Participants also highlighted a desire to feature Indigenous art, and to express aboriginal 
culture in the design of the site.  
  
Participants envisioned that outdoor living would be supported through lots of seating areas, including shaded ones, 
outdoor eating areas, outdoor fitness areas and outdoor reading areas adjacent to the library.  Additional elements to 
support increased time outdoors included washrooms that would be accessible throughout the day, wifi access and 
charging stations for electronic devices.  A desire to incorporate covered outdoor spaces was expressed, along with the 
concern that such spaces might become a major hang-out space for teens.  Improved security was also identified as a 
desired outcome. 
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SUMMARY OF MAPPING FINDINGS 

When invited to draw a map of Britannia and show where the heart is, 64% of participants identified the heart of 
Britannia as Napier plaza, the area bounded by the Info Centre, 55+ Centre and the Library. The school garden at the 
northwest corner of the site, the 55+ centre, the pool, library and carving shed were also marked, along with 2 responses 
that identified ‘all of it’.  

Participants worked in small groups to map out the public realm activities, using the framework of a ‘Day in the Life’ and 
a ‘Year in the Life’ to identify daily and seasonal patterns of use.  Their input, together with input collected at the May 27 
Public Realm workshop, was compiled into a graphic (see Figures 1, 2 and 3 at the end of this document).

DETAILED WORKSHOP FINDINGS 

Suggestions for CHANGE included: 
• change Britannia’s name to be more inclusive (multiple mentions), potentially an Indigenous place reference 
• have more flexible spaces 
• Improve  indoor and outdoor connections 
• improve visibility and sightlines 
• improve acoustics 
• Adding more shrubs, trees and grass 

Inventory of ideas generated by participants for what to SEE and DO here (grouped by categories by S2P) 
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Spatial Organization and Sightlines  
• mobility access, good ramping, fewer stairs  
• greater visibility and sightlines  
• lots of parking (universal access, strollers, scooters, 

bikes, carts for homeless persons) 
• parking underneath facilities  
• if needed, build new facility in northwest sector  
• love Britannia's village feeling  
• views  
• keep the neighbourhood feel  
• flexibility of indoor / outdoor spaces  
• light and air  
• more inclusive layout  
• increased connectivity of spaces 
• storage for outdoor tables and chairs  
• Including a place for large crowds 
• Having washrooms available outside library hours  
• Lots of parking (for strollers, carts etc.)

Ecology 
• more shrubs trees and grass  
• water features  
• rooftop garden / patios (multiple mentions) 
• green corridor for birds / bees / butterflies  
• respect for nature  
• natural green space  
• capturing water  
• open water channel / wetland  
• naturalized play area 
• green space that encourages casual interaction  
• natural children's play area next to gardens / wildlife surrounded  
• medicinal plant garden  
• pollinator / native plants  
• mason bee boxes  
• greywater system  
• alternative energy



DETAILED WORKSHOP FINDINGS (Continued) 
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Social spaces 
• place for big events / crowds 
• public meeting spaces with good acoustics 
• covered outdoor spaces  
• big atrium for events (like SFU) 
• more seating areas  
• reading outside library  
• outdoor coverings to protect from rain (multiple 

mentions) 
• more covered spaces (challenging b/c becomes a 

hangout space for teens) 
• love Britannia's many small gathering spaces  
• love hanging out in the garden  
• more intimate gathering spaces + seating  
• make plaza space larger (multiple mentions) 
• lots of non-commercial social spaces to hang out  
• well-equipped meeting rooms 
• social seating next to children's play area and gardens  
• smaller grass areas with seating  
• public campfires 
• cell phone charging  
• plug-ins for laptops  
• Programming 
• curtain off pool  
• consider emergency preparedness in the outdoors  
• all ages night school  
• elements to draw families here more often  
• pet-free spaces  
• low-cost activities / affordable  
• enlarged seniors centre  
• dog walking  
• diversity of programming key to success of project  
• options for all  
• need not $ to participate  
• integration of various uses  
• recycling / free store  
• non-gendered washrooms 
• washrooms available outside library hours 

Urban Agriculture / Food 
• commercial community kitchen (multiple mentions) 
• garden to support Britannia food programs  
• banquet facilities (multiple mentions) 
• edible / herb garden  
• edible native food  
• native plant garden  
• BBQ pit 
• pizza oven  
• urban farm  
• healthy food on site  
• kitchens with doors that open to the large central plaza 

Art and Culture: 
• Murals 
• performance art  
• Concerts 
• Britannia high school as school for performing / applied / fine / 

digital arts  
• space for arts and culture 
• rehearsal space 
• small multi-purpose performance centre  
• express aboriginal culture in architecture / design  
• Native art  
• creative commons area 
• art spaces, exhibitions 
• rehearsal spaces, workshops 
• sweat lodge  
• changing / rotating grafitti / art wall 
  
Play and Sports 
• outdoor fitness  
• renew pool  
• naturalized play area



MAPPING DAILY AND YEARLY PUBLIC REALM ACTIVITIES 

Working in small groups, workshop participants were asked to map out Public Realm activities in a typical ‘Day in the 
Life’ and ‘Year in the Life’ at Britannia.  The following three figures have been compiled by space2place, based on input 
gathered in the May 25 and May 27 Public Realm workshops. 
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SPEAKER SERIES 

The Britannia Renewal Speaker Series features passionate visionaries speaking about the exciting issues 
and topics that inform Britannia Renewal. The speakers’ series provides an opportunity to explore, 
discuss and learn about renewal opportunities and precedents from other places and how they could be 
considered for Britannia Renewal. Six talks are scheduled through to the end of June 2017. 

FOOD AND COMMUNITY WELLBEING  
How can Britannia Renewal incorporate leading edge thinking about food in supporting resilient, 
inclusive and healthy communities? 

On June 4 2017, Nick Saul of 
Community Food Centres 
Canada was the fifth speaker of 
the Britannia Speaker Series.  

This was an engaging and 
interactive day for the 60 
participants who joined in. 
Adults and kids helped to 
prepare a shared lunch 
(including some fun and healthy 
mini-pizzas). Nick Saul shared 
examples from elsewhere and 
emerging ideas about the role 
of food in healthy communities.  
The talk was followed by a 
walking tour through Britannia 
where participants visited different food-related projects (potato boxes, community garden, native plant 
garden). They then met with resident Metis herbalist Lori Snyder for a discussion about cultural 
connections to food. Ian Marcuse, the Community Food Developer at Britannia then led an activity 
related to urban foraging. Finally, the group rested on a grassy area under some trees where they 
discussed the ‘ingredients’ needed to turn Britannia into a hub of healthy eating. Thoughts were 



recorded on Britannia “Recipe Cards” (see below). The input from the recipe cards will be transcribed 
later, as they are currently on display in the project BLAB (Britannia LAB) so that more people can read 
them and add their comments. 

Notes on Nick Saul’s presentation (comments from Nick and participants are combined) 

General 

• Linking food sharing with addressing issues of equity

• Growing, cooking, sharing, advocating, good food

• Income solves poverty and hunger – not food

• Disrupted the food bank conversation

• Underfunded community food sector

• Pilots proved concept could travel (Perth, Stratford)

• Community Food Centers Canada (CFC) (operating budget $5.5 million with 22 staff)

• Build CFC

• Scaling the Community Food Centre concept

• Collaborating with existing service providers

A galvanizing place for food 

• Visible and tangible

• Need to be hoping (make people feel wanted, dignified exp.)

• Locally relevant and adapted

• Critical mass of staff (5 minimum = chef, 2 garden, food skills, engagement - $500,000 – think
big)

• Focus on telling a collective story

• Belonging is critical



• Direct programming with systematic advocacy

• Access, skills, education, and engagement

• Low cost farmers market = affordable

• “Good food is just the beginning”

• 5,000 – 6,000sqft for a food hub on average,
10,000 is better

• Community kitchen program

• Build programs that are locally relevant

• The Alex (a Community Food Hub in Calgary)
(job training?)

• Volunteers are key

• Need organizational partner

A potential vision for Britannia with regards to food 

• Big open community kitchen where people can
cook together

• Dining space

• Smaller meeting space

• Staff offices

• Land for growing

• Food banks? – Not the answer, food is just food, need better food

• “Poor are the garborators of our bad food system”

• “Meet people where they are at”

What does outreach look like for food hubs? 

• How do you reach those who are hard to reach?

• Need to be targeted

• “Relentless incrementalism”

• Not social enterprise, not job training – gateway

• Figure out what you do well and go deep

• Equity leans on access

• Access to land is a keep food justice principle

• Community gardens



















MEETING NOTES

Britannia Master Planning  
Britannia Community Services Centre (BCSC)

Britannia Elementary School Workshop - Public Realm June 5, 2017 
9:00 – 9:45 am

Attendees: 

Figure 1 -   Highlights from Idea-Generating Workshop 
This word cloud is a graphic representation of the ideas generated in the workshop.  Larger words 
indicate that the idea was suggested by multiple groups and /or received votes (see voting exercise 
description in ‘Workshop Process’ below.)  
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STUDENT PARTICIPANTS: 
Grade 4 
Grade 4/5 
Grade 6  
(approx. 70 students in total) 

VSB FACILITATOR 
Louise Meinardus

PARTNERS SUB-COMMITTEE    
Matthew Halverson, Project Manager, REFM - FP 

CONSULTANT TEAM: 
Alison Maddaugh,  space2place  
Jeff Cutler,  space2place 
Lindsay Jung,  space2place 
Jennifer Marshall, Urban Arts Architecture 



WORKSHOP PROCESS 

After a brief introduction to the Britannia Renewal project and some warm-up questions about what fun outdoor 
activities the students had done that weekend, the participants divided into eight smaller groups.  Each group was 
invited to brainstormed ideas in response to the questions: "What would make a GREAT outdoor space at Britannia? 
What would you like to SEE and DO here?" Ideas were recorded on larger poster paper.  After about 20 minutes, 
participants were invited to use three sticky dots to ‘vote’ for their three favourite ideas among those generated by their 
group.  The top ideas from each smaller group were then shared with the larger whole, and the session ended with a 
review of next steps, an invitation to add further input at the B-LAB, and thanks to the participants and hosts.

SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP FINDINGS 

There were no parameters set for this idea-generating exercise, and the ideas that were generated ranged from the 
pragmatic and simple (e.g. “fix the benches”, “new soccer nets”) to blue-sky thinking (e.g. “horseback riding”, 
“jetpacks”).    
  
The majority of ideas that were generated relate to areas for play and sports.  The students made it clear that they want 
grass play fields (14 votes, plus 4 mentions) and playground that challenges students their age, or an ‘intermediate 
playground’ (11 votes).  The most popular pieces of play equipment desired by the students were trampolines, which was 
mentioned by 4 of the 8 groups (and received 17 votes), and the zipline, which was mentioned by 6 of the 8 groups (and 
received 15 votes).   The next most popular play equipment appeared to be rotating net climbers, ping pong tables, and 
swings.  One group specifically mentioned “no more wood chips in the playground”.  Many ideas identified equipment in 
need of repair or replacement: new soccer nets (5 mentions and 15 votes), and new basketball hoops and balls (7 votes). 
 A better basketball court and a soccer field were also mentioned.  
  
Many of the play ideas generated relate to water: a “Water Park” was mentioned by 3 of the 8 groups, and received 5 
votes.  An “Outdoor Swimming Pool” was mentioned by 2 groups, and received 3 votes, and an “Outdoor Water 
Fountain” received 2 votes.  
  
Semi-private spaces are highly valued: among the ideas generated that relate to adding greenspace, having a “Secret 
Garden” was the most popular idea (7 votes), and a “Tree house” received 4 votes. There were also several ideas that 
related to social spaces and niches, and in this theme “Secret Hiding Spots” had the most votes (6), with “Better areas to 
hang out” receiving 4 votes.    
  
Other ideas that related to increased vegetation on the site envision nature-friendly spaces, such as “Bush Maze full of 
butterflies” (3 votes) and “A stream or pond full of pretty fish” (3 votes).  One idea for a “Tree playground” imagined a 
playground integrated with a grove of trees.  
  
Ideas that related to arts and culture included a “Statue of the school animal” (which students verbally referred to as the 
school’s mascot, a bear) (7 votes), and two groups thought of a “Movie theatre” (3 votes).  
  
Students also came up with ideas to integrate commercial elements, such as “Vending machines” (7 votes) and a 
“School Corner Store” (3 votes), “Concession” or  “Cafe”.     
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DETAILED WORKSHOP FINDINGS 
Inventory of ideas generated by participants for what to SEE and DO here (grouped by categories by S2P) 
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Sports Areas 
• Grass field (4 mentions, 14 votes) 
• Another playground for intermediates / bigger 

playground (5 mentions, 12 votes)  
• Gymnastics place (1 mention, 2 votes) 
• Football field  (1 mention) 
• Soccer field  (1 mention) 
• Outdoor floor ball room  (1 mention) 
• Bigger Ice Rink  (1 mention) 
• Workout gym  (1 mention) 
• Skateboard park  (1 mention) 
• No more wood chips in the playground  (1 mention) 
  
Playground and New Equipment 
• zipline  (intermediate) (6 mentions, 15 votes) 
• Netted trampolines (4 mentions, 17 votes) 
• Pingpong Table (4 mentions, 4 votes)  
• Spinny spider web thingy (rotating space net climber) (1 

mention, 6 votes) 
• Bigger slide /  Giant slide (3 mentions, 1 vote) 
• Rock climbing (2 mentions, 1 vote) 
• Merry-go-round (1 mention) 
• Taller Monkey bars (1 mention) 
• Springy platform like at New Brighton (1 mention) 
• Cooler nets (1 mention) 
  
Equipment in need of repair / replacement 
• New soccer nets / football nets (5 mentions + 15 votes) 
• New basketball hoops (including 10’ ht ones) with a rack 

of new balls ( 2 mentions, 7 votes)   
• Better hockey nets (1 mention) 
• Better basketball Court (1 mention) 
• Fix the benches (1 mention) 
• More outdoor garbage bins (1 mention)

Waterplay 
• Water park (3 mentions, 5 votes)  
• Outdoor Swimming pool (2 mentions, 3 votes) - one idea 

included a waterslide, another included a hot tub  
• Outdoor water fountain (1 mention, 2 votes)   
  
Gardens / Green Spaces 
• Secret Garden (2 mentions, 7 votes) 
• Tree house (2 mentions, 4 votes) 
• Bush maze full of butterflies (1 mention, 3 votes) 
• A stream or pond (preferably full of pretty fish that won’t kill us 

- or bite?)(1 mention, 3 votes) 
• Money tree and coin bushes (1 mention, 2 votes) 
• Gardens (2 mentions) 
• Flowers (2 mentions) 
• Indoor gardens(1 mention) 
• More grass (1 mention) 
• Tree playground for intermediates (described verbally as a 

playground set amongst trees) (1 mention) 
  
Social Spaces and Niches 
• Secret hiding spot (1 mention, 4 votes) + More hiding spots for 

hide and seek (1 mention, 2 votes) 
• Better areas to hang out (1 mention, 4 votes) 
• Picnic table (2 mentions, 1 vote) 
• More benches (1 mention, 1 vote) 
• Somewhere to eat lunch outside (1 mention) 
• More covered areas (1 mention) 
  
Arts and Culture 
• Statue of the school animal / mascot (bear) (1 mention, 7 votes) 
• Movie theatre (2 mentions, 3 votes)  
• Art place (1 mention ) 
• Craft and Knitting station (1 mention ) 
• Repaint the paintings on the ground (1 mention ) 
• Outdoor library (1 mention )



DETAILED WORKSHOP FINDINGS (Continued) 

  
Commercial Areas 
• Vending machines (2 mentions, 7 votes)  
• A school corner store (1 mention, 3 votes) 
• Concession stand (1 mention, 1 vote) 
• Arcade (1 mention, 1 vote) 
• Cafe (1 mention ) 
• Snowcone machine (1 mention ) 
  
Misc. Ideas 
• Better Wifi outside  (2 mentions, 3 votes)  
• Public school phones (1 mention, 1 vote) 
• Ropes Course (1 mention) 
• Recycling Station (1 mention) 
• Change the colours outside the school (1 mention) 
  
Blue-sky ideas (or more related to interior spaces) 
• Cat / kitty room (1 mention, 3 votes)  
• Dog/Puppy room (1 mention, 1 vote) 
• Outdoor laser tag  (2 mentions, 1 vote) 
• Jet packs (1 mention, 2 votes)  
• Horseback riding (1 mention) 
• Zipline into swimming pool (1 mention) 
• Free ice cream place (1 mention) 
• Zoo (1 mention) 
• Bumper cars (1 mention) 
• A statue of a carrot (1 mention) 
• Arcade (1 vote) 
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